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Introduction to This Issue

[This is a revised version of the original. The gaps have been filled in with the
essays and translations I originally intended to include but never got around to.
The guest essay by Advaita Das has been much revised and the old essay removed.
A link now ties that section to Advaita Das’s corner of the Bhajan Kutir where his
revised essay is now posted. That essay continues to grow and change and updates
will be posted to that page as he makes them available. Also I finally got around
to including the Kr.s.n.āhnika-kaumudı̄ (Moonlight on the Daily Sports of Kr.s.n.a)
of Kavi Karn.apūra and the complete essay of Dr. Radhagovinda Nath on the
question of sannyāsa in Caitanya Vais.n.avism. I also replaced the projected essay
on Levinas with one that I wrote and delivered at a conference on the first verse of
the Bhāgavata Purān.a. I still hope to think and write on Levinas from a Caitanyite
perspective. When that finally happens I will include it here. Until then this issue
of Nitai-zine is substantially done at long, long last.]
Here it is at last. I apologize for the long delay in producing this issue. My
only excuse is that it is huge. When every thing is complete, it will amount to
over a hundred pages of printed text. Part of the reason for that is the large Letters
section. I have gotten a number of interesting letters since the last issue and with
the permission of the writers of those letter, I have published them along with my
responses. A number of interesting questions were raised in these letters and I
hope that you will enjoy reading them.
Secondly, I have a special treat in this issue. An old friend and devoted
Vais.n.ava, Advaita Das, has sent me an excellent essay he wrote on the institution of guru-paramparā in Gaud.ı̄ya Vais.n.avism. It is a long essay with numerous
scriptural quotes. Our guest author first tackles the question of why initiation is
necessary, quoting from a number of scriptural sources. Secondly, he argues in a
number of different ways that Bhaktisiddhānta Sarasvatı̄ was not initiated into the
Gaud.ı̄ya tradition and, finally, she discusses the topic of eligibility for rāgānugābhakti. As an appendix the article contains a list of known disciples of the genuine
Vais.n.ava lineages. There are nearly a hundred listed and there are sure to be many
more missing from the list. Since the article is quite long, it is not quite ready yet.
I have more in the way of formatting and editing to do before I post it. It should
be done in a couple of days, however.
Of the other articles, only the essay “Escape from the Hall of Mirrors and
“Vais.n.ava Padāvalı̄” are complete at present. “Escape from the Hall of Mirrors” is
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the name of my reminiscences on that crucial period in my own life when I made
the transition from the narrow, almost agora-phobic world of ISKCON to the open
spaces of the wide world of Gaud.ı̄ya Vais.n.avism. I refer to ISKCON as the Hall
of Mirrors because of the self-aggrandizing, self-enamored qualities encouraged
by ISKCON. Closed to the outside world, those within the Hall of Mirrors know
nothing of what lies beyond and care even less, quite happy to lavish all their
attention on themselves. In addition, the mirrors reflecting other mirrors give the
impression of being surrounded by infinity, but it is just an illusion. The Hall
of Mirrors is a metaphor for that fertile environment for the cultivation of the
megalomaniacal egos of so many budding jagad-gurus who believe theirs is “the
way, the truth, and the life.” No one gets to Kr.s.n.a, but through them. There is
perhaps no more shameless display of egocentrism than the claim: “I am the most
fallen,” shameless, because it camouflages itself in the dress of humility. It is the
mantra of the Hall of Mirrors.
“Vais.n.ava Padāvalı̄” is the first in a series of articles that is intended to explore the rich world of vernacular songs. Beginning from the 15th century, some
of the finest songs of the Vais.n.ava tradition will be translated and their authors
introduced. Gradually, the beautiful landscape of Vais.n.ava vernacular poetry will
begin to take shape. The Vais.n.ava Padāvalı̄ is surely one of the great treasures of
Vais.n.ava experience and teaching. It was indeed the main vehicle of the spread of
the movement of Śrı̄ Caitanya.
The rest of the articles are in process and will be appearing over the next few
days.
This is the best Nitai-zine ever and I hope that it continues to grow and continues to raise challenging and important questions about the tradition founded by
Śrı̄ Caitanya. Please write me and let me know what you think of it.
Rādhe Rādhe!
Nitai Das
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Escape from the Hall of Mirrors: Part One

In the last issue, I said I would describe my departure from ISKCON and some of
my experiences both before and after leaving. The beginning of the end occurred
when Dr. Kapoor dropped his bombshell on me, informing me that Bhaktisiddhanta was not properly initiated. When, after several days, the shock finally
subsided somewhat, I began to consider my options. I had by then left Prabhupad’s traveling entourage where I had for almost three years been the Sanskrit
editor, and had settled in Vrindaban. In addition, I was then serving as the head
pujari for the Krishna-Balarama Mandir. Krishna and Balarama are particularly
beautiful images and it was a great pleasure to serve them. I got to live in a nice
room in the new guest house, eat good prasada, teach some of the evening classes,
attempt to educate the Gurukula kids in Sanskrit, and take my two-hour turns in
the twenty-four hour kirtan.
I was a respected, senior member of the community. Living in Vrindaban was
great for someone with even a little facility with the languages. In the afternoons,
when the rest of the bhaktas were coming out of their siestas, I would occasionally sneak out and attend a class on the Harināmāmr.ta-vyākaran.a, the Sanskrit
grammar composed entirely of the names of Kr.s.n.a written by Śri Jiva Goswami,
at Haridas Shastri’s ashrama not far from the temple. Haridasa Shastri was a wonderfully learned Vais.n.ava with nine tirthas after his name, each tı̄rtha representing
an above average expertise in an area of Sanskrit philosophy and literature. A Bengali educated in the traditional system (the Pāt.hśālā or T.ol system) in Benares, he
apparently had assisted Kr.s.n.adās Bābā of Kusumasarovara in his efforts to edit
and publish all of the major works of the Gaudiya tradition. He had also been
a śiks.ā disciple of the great Vais.n.ava scholar and saint, Pandit Ramkrishna Das
Bābā. At the time that I began attending his classed he was engaged in reprinting
all of the works previously published by Kr.s.n.adās Bābā and some others besides.
In the afternoon, he offered free classes on any of the Goswami works to anyone
who showed up. There were usually a half a dozen men young and old, probably
from various surrounding ashramas, there to study with him. Unfortunately, my
Hindi and Bengali were not at that time strong enough for me to make much of
his detailed explanations of the text, so I was an infrequent student.
Occasionally I succeeded in sneaking out in the evenings, usually when someone boring like the then temple president, Aks.ayānanda Mahārāja, or some other
foolish visiting sannyasi gave the evening lecture. Instead I went to hear the
enthralling Nrsimha Vallabha Goswami read and elaborate one of Viśvanātha
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Cakravartin’s short poems. His lectures were then being given in the Rādhādāmodara Temple. There I sat among the white-clad little old ladies and men listening
as the great Goswami teased out the rasa of every line, sometimes of every word,
of Viśvanātha’s beautiful Prema-samput.a. His language, though Bengali, was so
Sanskritic that even I could follow it. What a master! I will never forget how
on one particular evening, in a particularly emotionally charged part of the text, I
heard a loud honk and a thud a couple of rows behind me. A bhakta had keeled
over in a faint and one of the neighboring ladies was fanning him. Goswami
looked up, paused for a bit to be sure that the man was alright or at least being
cared for, and then continued reading. Such eruptions of bhāva were not uncommon at the readings in Vrindaban and they happened fairly frequently in Nrisimha
Vallabha’s readings. All in all things were pretty good. The place was brimming
with interesting people and it was Vrindaban.
Still, I could not get past the disappointment. I felt like I had been scammed. It was as if I had been sold something very valuable and suddenly it turned
out to be a fake. All those years we had been told, and in turn told others, that
ISKCON was the only real descendent of the religious movement of Śri Caitanya,
and that turned out to be a lie. I had given up everything and devoted myself to
following and serving Prabhupad in whatever way I was able. My family had cut
itself off from me and I from it; my father had even pronounced me dead; and for
what? I really felt cheated and angry. I decided that I had come too far to give up
then, and besides, although living in Vrindaban was wonderful, there were some
irritants that came along with living in the ISKCON complex. I had developed a
desire to chant 64 rounds of Hari-nāma and it was hard to find time to do that in
the temple context, especially in a culture that did not value such practices. I was
constantly subjected to suspicion because of that and because of my excursions
into the town in the evening to hear readings. Eventually, I was told that I was no
longer allowed to visit the town in the evenings. Worse, however, was the sense
of spinning my wheels that I felt at the Kr.s.n.a-Balarāma temple. I had the feeling
that none of us were making any advancement. There was something corrupt and
corrupting in the atmosphere and I couldn’t quite put my finger on what it was. I
could tell a couple of stories that would illustrate this corruption, but that would
carry us too far afield. Suffice it to say that I felt a dis-ease while staying there.
The next time I visited Dr. Kapoor I expressed a desire to get properly initiated. I may have even asked him if he would initiate me. He had already told of
his emotional meeting with Gaurāṅga Das Bābā. He politely declined and recommended instead, and in extraordinary terms, a bābā who lived way out in the bush,
6

He said this bābā was a siddha-mahapurus.a, a great one who had realized Kr.s.n.apreman, one of only a few alive in the holy abode at that time. Dr. Kapoor said
that this bābā was known by different names, Maunibābā because he observed
periodic vows of silence, Bāṅgāli Bābā because he was a Bengali, Tinkudi Bābā
from his nickname as a child, but that his initiation name was Kiśori-kiśorānanda
Bābā. He also told me that this bābā was quite unusual because, although he came
from a highly respected family of caste Gowsamis tracing back to Nityananda
Prabhu, he had left family life behind and had adopted a life of deprivation and
solitary worship. He warned me that getting initiation from him would be difficult, because he led an extremely austere life, living out in the wildest parts of the
Vraja-man.d.ala where few people dared to go. Dr. Kapoor spoke of others, too,
who occupied very high places in the climb towards Kr.s.n.a-rati. He mentioned, in
particular, Kr.s.n.acaran.a Das Bābā, who eventually became the guru of my friend
and colleague, Jagannath Das.
The name ”Tinkudi Bābā” operated like a powerful mantra in my mind. It kept
returning to me again and again. I had no idea where he was and how I would ever
meet him, though. My only choice was to wait. I don’t recall how I met them,
but I had become friends with a couple of Vrajavāsis, a young man name Parimal
Bishwas and his grandmother Vinaparni. They had settled in Vrindaban and lived
in a small rented house near the Ranganath temple. Occasionally, I visited them
and joined them for dinner. Vinaparni was an excellent cook and I knew them
both to be Vais.n.avas. It was perhaps only a couple of days after first hearing the
name of Tinkudi Bābā from Dr. Kapoor that I asked Parimal about this Bābā. He
looked up with surprise on his face and blurted out: ”He is my guru! How did you
hear about him?” I told him about my conversations with Dr. Kapoor and repeated
the good doctor’s praise for the bābā. I also asked him what he knew about the
initiation of Bhaktisiddhanta. Parimal was the first of those I talked with about it
to confirm it. He had learned of it from his grandmother, who it turned out had
formerly been a disciple of the Gaudiya Math, and who was among those who left
somewhat after the time of Puridas. When I asked her later, she, too, confirmed
Dr. Kapoor’s statement. She had been closely connected with Haridas Sarma who
had acted as Puridas’s secretary towards the end of his life. Haridas Sarma had
helped Puridas publish the later volumes of the wonderful set of editions of the
Gaud.ı̄ya Vais.n.ava texts that Puridas is famous for. Haridas’s name is given as the
publisher of the Puridas editions beginning sometime in the 1950s.
I asked Parimal if he would help me meet the bābā. He responded with an
enthusiastic affirmative and a few days later came to tell me that Bābā was in
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Cakleswar on the bank of the Manasasarovar near Govardhan. He was there to
celebrate the ceremony of the feeding of the sixty-four saints (cau-sasti mahant
seva) to honor a great Vais.n.ava who had just passed away. Parimal agreed to take
me there and introduce me. A few days later I was on a bus to Mathura and from
Mathura out to Cakleswar with Parimal by my side.
When I first met Bābā, tears did not begin flowing from my eyes like Dr.
Kapoor’s did when he and his wife met their guru, Gaurāṅga Dās Bābā. I didn’t
feel like I had met an old friend again after a very long time. Instead, I was a
bit surprised at Bābā’s appearance. It was only slowly, after watching him move
about giving directions to his disciples and others on how to celebrate the entrance
of a fellow devotee of Kr.s.n.a into eternal sport that I began to get a sense of who
he was. I first noticed the way he dressed. He wore only a kaupin or loincloth
over his genitals and a cloth over his shoulders and his hair was long, stringy,
and uncombed, hanging down to his shoulders. Around his neck were some of
the largest tulsi beads I had ever seen and on his forehead was the tilak (sectarian
mark) typical of Nityānanda-paribār (associates of Nityānanda), made not out of
the white, powdery gopi-candana that was typical of ISKCON and Gaudiya Math,
but out of the dark, thick, greyish mud which, as I later found out, came from
Rādhākun.d.a. Except for the tilak, he looked more like a Śākta than a Vais.n.ava.
I suddenly realized that I had seen his picture a year or two before in a tiny stall
in one of the markets of Navadwip where I had gone to buy a copy of the classic
book on the Holy Name (Śri Śri Nāma-cintm̄an.i by Kānupriya Goswami. The
stall owner, after bringing out the book, brought out a picture of Tinkudi Bābā
thinking I would also want one of those. I took one look at the picture and thought
to myself why does he think I want a picture of that mad tantric? I had no idea
who I was looking at at that time.
As I watched him I began notice how genuinely jovial he was and how humble.
He seemed thoroughly happy. He had next to nothing and yet he was happy. All
of his clothes were made of burlap. Even his slippers were made of burlap. Apart
from that he had nothing else but his beads. I couldn’t imagine Prabhupad walking
on such cloth with his bare feet even once, let alone wearing it constantly. What
a difference there was between the really humble, simple lifestyle of this poor
servant of Kr.s.n.a, who depended for everything on Kr.s.n.a, and that of Prabhupad,
who lived like a king wearing silk and gold and complained if his food wasn’t
prepared just right. It was as if at some point Kr.s.n.a had offered these two devotees
of his a choice. Prabhupad had chosen Kr.s.n.a’s wealth, his army so to speak, and
Bābā had chosen Kr.s.n.a himself. A whole new world of Vais.n.avism began to open
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up before me in the presence of Tinkudi Bābā, a world strange and beautiful and,
truth be told, also somewhat terrifying, especially to someone like me who had not
fully surrendered to the will of Kr.s.n.a. How much easier it appeared to be to be a
Prabhupad and sit on a fancy lion-throne surrounded by thousands of doting and
adulating disciples. Bb̄ā sat out in a lonely kutir in the distant reaches of Vraja,
wild snake-infested places where few people dared to go. He ate whatever could
be begged from the local villagers, and if they gave nothing, that is what he had.
Reflecting back on my first experience of Bābā a couple of things stand out.
The first is the realization that part of the shock of my first meeting with Bābā was
contributed by the sense of having come face to face with something very ancient
in India. His nakedness, his simplicity, his possessionlessness, his austerity, and
as I later discovered later his ecstatic madnesses, all point to a kind of religious
lifestyle and experience that is quite ancient in India. One need only recall the
naked philosophers that Alexander the Great encountered when he came to India,
three centuries before the common era. One of these gymnosophists accompanied
Alexander back to Greece and displaced Aristotle as the conqueror’s teacher. Even
in the time of Alexander, however, such asceticism was ancient. The hymn of the
Rig Veda called ”The Long-hair” (10.136) indicates similar practices at least seven
centuries before Alexander. The second verse of that hymn reads:
The ascetics, swathed in wind, put dirty red rags on.
When gods enter them, they ride with the rush of the wind.
(O’Flaherty, p. 137)
Certainly much has changed in the intervening thirty centuries. Then it was
Rudra; now it is Rādhā and Kr.s.n.a. Still, much remained the same. I felt like I
had arrived in the company of Rūpa and Sanātana. Certainly, they lived much like
this.
The second thing is that in Bābā I am reminded of the belief in the ”righteous
man” in the Jewish mystical tradition called Kabbalah. The righteous man or
tsaddiq is like a pillar that extends to heaven and upholds the entire world. It is said
in the tradition: ”the righteous one is the foundation of the world.” If it weakens,
the world cannot endure. If the world contains just one righteous person, that
person sustains the world. (Matt, p. 78) I wonder if it is similar with the siddhamahāpurus.a, that they are the foundation of the world. Without them the world
would collapse. The other thing about the tsaddiq is that often it is impossible to
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recognize one. There is a wonderful story from the Zohar called ”The old man
and the ravishing maiden” in which the righteous one appears as an old donkey
driver who seems rather cracked. Similarly, I wonder if the siddha is often to be
found in unlikely places. Perhaps, he is not to be found on the sim
. hāsana in front
of the lights and cameras, but out in the darkness lit up only by the dim glow of a
kerosene latern and perhaps it is only because of him that Kr.s.n.a has not smashed
the whole world.
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Guest Article: The Gaud.ı̄ya Vais.n.ava Institution
of Paramparā (by Advaita Das)

Visit the new, updated version of this essay here.
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Moonlight on the Daily Sports of Kr.s.n.a (Kavi Karn.apūra)

The poem translated here is the work of Kavi Karn.apūra,1 one of the great Vais.n.ava
poets in Sanskrit belonging to the first generation of the followers of the 16th Century Hindu saint, mystic, and reformer, Śrı̄ Caitanya. He was the youngest son
of Śivānanda Sena, one of Caitanya’s close followers. According to Kr.s.n.adāsa
Kavirāja’s hagiography of Caitanya, the Caitanya-caritāmr.ta (C.c., Antya, 16.6869), at Śrı̄ Caitanya’s request Kavi Karn.apūra composed the following Sanskrit
verse in praise of Kr.s.n.a when he was a young, uneducated boy seven years of
age:
śravasoh. kuvalayamaks.nor
añjanamuraso mahendraman.idāma
vr.ndāvanaraman.īnām
.
man.d.anamakhilam
harirjayati
(Āryāśataka, 1)
.
Victory to Hari who is the complete ornamentation of the lovely women
of Vr.ndāvana, the lily of their ears, mascara of their eyes, the sapphire
necklace on their breasts.
In another place Kr.s.n.adāsa Kavirāja (C.c, Antya, 12.49) mentions an incident,
apparently when Karn.apūra was an enfant or small boy, in which Caitanya placed
his toe in his mouth. The two stories are connected and Karn.apūra is regarded in
the Caitanya tradition as the poet whose ”power of poetic speech was bestowed
by the foot of Śrı̄ Caitanya.”
Karn.apūra is thought by some to have been born in 1524 CE, about nine years
before the disappearance of Śrı̄ Caitanya. Karn.apūra’s earliest work was an extended poem on the life of Śrı̄ Caitanya called ”The Ambrosial Career of Caitanya” (Caitanya-caritāmr.ta-mahākāvya) . This was written when he was 16
years old according Biman Bihari Majumdar2 and is dated 1542 at the end of
1

The poet went by many names: Paramānanda Dāsa, Paramānanda Sena, and Kavikarn.apūra
and was jokingly called Purı̄ dāsa by Caitanya himself. In this work, he refers to himself both as
Paramānanda Dāsa and Kavi Karn.apūra.
2
Śrı̄ Caitanyacariter Upādāna, p. 97
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the work itself, which would make his birth date 1526. Whatever the truth, he
was apparently a talented poet from an early age and was thoroughly steeped
in the tradition of classical Sanskrit poetics and dramaturgy as well as the culture of devotion to Śrı̄ Caitanya. His most famous work is a play on the life of
Caitanya called the ”The Rise of the Moon of Caitanya” (Caitanya-candrodayanāt.aka). This play, written in 1571, focuses in greater detail on the later life of
Caitanya than his earlier poem on the same subject and is a more mature reflection on the meaning of the life and teaching of Śrı̄ Caitanya. His other works
include: Alaṅkāra-kaustubha (on Sanskrit literary criticism), Ānanda-vr.ndāvanacampū (on Kr.s.n.a’s life in Vr.ndāvana), Āryaśataka (one hundred hymns in praise
of Kr.s.n.a), Gaura-gan.oddeśa-dı̄pikā (on the dual identities of the associates of
Caitanya in Caitanya’s sport and in Kr.s.n.a’s sport), and this work, the ”Moonlight
of the Daily Play of Kr.s.n.a” (Kr.s.n.āhnika-kaumudı̄).
The date of the Moonlight is not known. It may be the earliest of the works
of the genre called ”remembering the sports of Rādhā and Kr.s.n.a” (lı̄lā-smaran.a),
however. Remembering is the third among the nine types of bhakti, or devotional cultivation, recommended in the Bhāgavata Purān.a (BP, 7.5.23) for the
development of the highest goal of the Caitanya tradition, divine love or preman.3
According to the great Vais.n.ava scholar, Haridāsa Dāsa, in the introduction to
his edition of the text: ”smaran.a is the recollection of a desired object in an uninterrupted flow like the flow of a stream of oil. The Gosvāmin of Vr.ndāvana
undertook a life-long effort for the purpose of developing this practice of smaran.a
and spreading in the world the substance of their own experiences. Following the
injunction of the Padma Purāna: smartavyah. satatam
. vis.n.uh., ”Vis.n.u is always to
be remembered,” and Rūpa’s Goswāmin’s own recommendation: kr.s.n.am
. smaran
..., ”remembering Kr.s.n.a ...” (B.r.s, 1.2.294), they established the practice of recollecting the sports of the eight periods and wrote books suitable for that practice
so that not even one moment of the day or night might be wasted. What distinguishes this particular text is that there are enough instances of difference between
it and the works based upon the Smaran.a-maṅgala-stotra of Rūpa Gosvāmin, that
it may have been written before Rūpa’s treatment of the sports and thus in ignorance of it.”4 If this reasoning is sound, the Moonlight was written before the
3

The other eight are hearing about, glorifying, serving the feet of, worshiping the image of,
praising, considering oneself the servant of, practicing friendship towards, and offering oneself to
Vis.n.u.
4
Kavi Karn.apūra, Kr.s.n.āhnika-kaumudı̄, edited and translated into Bengali by Haridāsa Dāsa,
pp. i-ii. (Navadvı̄pa: Haribol Kut.ı̄r, G 455 [1941])
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Smaran.a-maṅgala-stotra.
There is some doubt as to whether Rūpa Gosvāmin, the great poet and theologian of the Caitanya tradition, was actually the author of the Smaran.a-maṅgalastotra. Rādhākr.s.n.a Dās Gosvāmin, the author of a commentary on the stotra,
claims that Kr.s.n.adāsa Kavirāja (16th century CE), the author of the Govindalı̄lāmr.ta in which the stotra is embedded, was its author. He wrote it under the
guidance of Rūpa, however, when Rūpa was close to death.5 Rūpa is thought to
have died slightly before or after 1560 CE6 and at least one scholar argues that
Kr.s.n.adāsa Kavirāja wrote or began writing his Govinda-lı̄lāmr.ta in 1560.7 Kavi
Karn.apūra’s Moonlight was probably written before 1560, therefore.
Kavi Karn.apūra’s poem is relatively short compared to the other works in
this genre. It contains only 704 Sanskrit stanzas which makes it about twice as
long as the Bhagavad-gı̄tā.8 The longest work in this genre is the Bhāvanā-sārasaṅgraha of Siddha Kr.s.n.a Dāsa Bābā (18th century) which contains 3091 stanzas. The Sāra-saṅgraha, however, is a compilation of stanzas from thirty-four
other works including Karn.apūra’s. The largest work in this genre composed by
a single author is undoubtedly the Govinda-lı̄lāmr.ta of Kr.s.n.adāsa Kavirāja which
contains 2588 stanzas, making it the longest metrical poem ever written about
Kr.s.n.a. Viśvanātha Cakravartin’s (17th century) Kr.s.n.a-bhāvanāmr.ta sits in the
middle with 1240 stanzas.
It is hard to say which of the three is the finest work of poetry. Each of them
has its own strength and weakness. Of the three, Kavi Karn.apūra’s is perhaps the
sweetest to the ear. It is clearly meant to be recited and heard. His use of rhyme,
rhythm, and alliteration is superior to that of the other two. On the other hand, the
attention he pays to rhythm and alliteration sometimes cuts into the substance of
what he is has to say. Kr.s.n.adāsa Kavirāja’s work is more elaborately conceived
and executed, but does not show the same facility with language. It leans more
toward the didactic side of poetry, depending more on meaning (artha) than on
sound (sabda). Teaching the insights of the tradition was a more weighty part
of Kr.s.n.adāsa Kavirāja’s project in his poem. This does not mean that he does
not often create beautiful stanzas. He does, but when he does he tends to re-use
5
Rādhākr.s.n.adāsa Gosvāmin, Daśaślokı̄bhās.yam, edited by Haridāsa Śāstrı̄, pp. 8-9.
(Vr.ndāvana, Mathurā: Sadgrantha Prakāśaka, G. 486 [1972 CE])
6
Nareshcandra Jana, Vr.ndāvaner Chay Gosvāmı̄, pp. 88-89.
7
Biman Bihari Majumdar, Śrı̄caitanyacariter Upādān, p 297.
8
The Bhagavad-gı̄tā has about the same number of stanzas, but its śloka form of stanza is
typically half as long as the longer and more complex poetic stanzas in the Kaumudı̄
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their structure whenever he can and that sometimes makes his work more formulaic. Viśvanātha Cakravartin best undertands and expresses the rasa or aesthetic
feeling of the sport. For that reason his work is considered more touching and
”sweeter” by members of the tradition. As the last of the writers, he also had the
advantage of inheriting a tradition that had been more or less settled. The earlier writers, especially Karn.pūra, lived and wrote just as the tradition was being
formed. As a result, Karn.apūra’s theology and vision of Rādhā and Kr.s.n.a’s daily
sport differs from what became the accepted marga (path) in the tradition. As
a contemporary of the fabled Six Gosvāmin of Vr.ndāvana, Karn.apūra’s outlook
represents a road explored, but not taken by the later tradition. Perhaps for this
reason Kavi Karn.apūra’s work was less frequently used and extolled, in spite of
the high quality of its poetry. Kr.s.n.adāsa Kavirāja was a disciple of the Gosvāmin
and, being intimately familiar with their writings, represented their orientation –
the orientation that was to become the mainstream one in the tradition. His work
is the one that has exerted the greatest influence on the tradition and is the one
that is generally studied and used today in teaching the visualization practice. The
didactic dimension of the text was, no doubt, more appealing to those wishing to
learn the philosophy of the traditon and the details of its practice at the same time.
As an example of how Kavi Karn.apūra differs from the other two writers, one
can point to the way he handles Kr.s.n.a’s exercise of divine power. As a result of
the understandings of Kr.s.n.a’s nature that arose out of the studies, discussions, and
realizations of the Six Gosvāmin of Vr.ndāvan, the Caitanya tradition became sensitive to the tension between Kr.s.n.a’s divine majesty and his capacity for intimacy.
The majesty of Kr.s.n.a refers to his immeasurable godly opulence and owerwhelming divine power (aiśvarya). This is the power with which universes are created,
maintained, and destroyed. His capacity for intimacy refers to what the Caitanya
tradition has called his sweetness (mādhurya). It is his attractiveness and his willingness to reciprocate with those who are attracted to him on a personal and loving
level. According to this tradition the feelings of awe, reverence, and insignificance
that one has when witnessing the exercise of divine power or finding oneself in the
presence of unlimited godly opulence interfere with the devotee’s desire for intimacy with Kr.s.n.a. One has difficulty embracing someone as a friend or a lover who
has just wielded some immense, mysterious, and frightening power to do incredible and miraculous feats. Love and affection are replaced by fear and trembling
and one feels helpless and insignifcant in the presence of such might. Thus, the
experience of majesty is thought to drive one away from deity, and sweetness is
thought to draw one closer. The Kr.s.n.a tradition has inherited a scriptural legacy
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that presents both aspects of deity, but to the Gosvāmin sweetness is the one preferred. Thus, the works inspired and influenced by the Gosvāmin have very little
display of majesty in them, which means that Kr.s.n.a is rarely found to leave aside
his human aspect and reveal his godliness.
Kavi Karn.apūra, on the other hand, sometimes has Kr.s.n.a’s divine power appearing in the sport and influencing it. An example is found in the First Chapter
of the Moonlight (1.43):
Not spotted on the path, nor in the house, nor in the forest, through
their own inherent and surpassingly loving power, the two who are
loved by all the world, sporting on the path and giving pleasure to the
eyes of their companions, were radiant then.
Their divine power is exercised to hide them from the eyes of any people they
might encounter on their way back from their bower hideout, where they have
spent the night in each others’ arms, or, as the text says, fighting throughout the
night in ”the battle of erotic love (kāma-saṅgrāma).” And again, once they have
arrived home safely the poet says (1.45):
Just as the bodies of warriors, in great pain from wounds of arrows,
are cured by skillful doctors with medicines for the healing of wounds,
so when the marks of physical love appeared on them, their bodies
became free of marks through the nature and influence of the yogapower.
Thus, even the telltale marks of love are removed from the bodies of Rādha
and Kr.s.n.a by the yoga-power so that none in their families would discover their
nighttime activities.
Kr.s.n.adāsa Kavirāja handles the trip back from the forest to the village a bit differently in his Govinda-lı̄lāmr.ta. Instead of the having the divine power cover the
eyes of any potential spotters, it is the devoted love of Rādhā’s companions that
seeks to hide and protect her from notice. In a lovely little verse Rūpamañjarı̄,
Rūpa Gosvāmin’s identity in Kr.s.n.a’s sport, conducts her mistress safely back
home, mounting her on the chariot of her desire to protect her reputation (GL,
1.113):
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Rūpamañjarı̄, desiring to bring her [Rādhā] safely to her home, seated
her in the chariot of her [Rūpamañjarı̄’s] own mind and then followed
her, covering the path with the curtain of her eyes, which were dark
and restless out of fear and love.
Even Kr.s.n.a appears to be uncertain that they won’t be caught. He is portrayed
as craning his neck in every direction looking out for trouble (GL 1.111):
Kr.s.n.a, thinking that the friends of Candrāvali [Rādhā’s main rival]
were on his left, the cowherders were in front of him, and the crooked
Jat.ilā was coming up behind him, and being anxious to watch his
frightened lover moving off to his right, returned to the village with
his neck turning this way and that as he turned his eyes in one direction and then another.
The marks of love-making in Kr.s.n.adāsa’s work become occasions for the
quick and clever thinking of Rādhā and Kr.s.n.a’s close friends as they try to protect
them from discovery by their elders. In Kr.s.n.adāsa’s work Kr.s.n.a never oversteps
the limits of human-like action and as a result is engulfed in a network of loving
relationships with his devotees.
Is the occasional display of majesty in Kavi Karn.apūra’s work an obstacle to
the experience of Kr.s.n.a as a object of intimacy? Viśvanātha Cakravartin commenting on Kavi Karn.apūra’s Ānanda-vr.ndāvana-campū (Fifth Stavaka) argues
no. He cites a stanza that says in effect that the manifestations of Kr.s.n.a’s majesty
in the form of his killing of various demons like Pūtanā and others do not cause
the love of those around him to contract. Rather, in the worry created in those
companions for Kr.s.n.a’s welfare in those situations, majesty causes their love to
increase. If, Viśvanātha adds, one were to decide instead that something like
the fortune of Nanda (Kr.s.n.a’s father) is the cause if Kr.s.n.a’s survival in those instances, then one would have to say that the appearance of his majestic power
at those times is pointless. The often used example is that of Kr.s.n.a’s mother
Yaśodā who when she, in an episode related in the Tenth Canto of the Bhāgavata
Purān.a, discovers the whole cosmos inside her small boy’s mouth exclaims: ”my
gosh! what’s happened to my poor son?!” Though she is puzzled, her motherly
feelings of love for Kr.s.n.a are not weakened in the least. Here as before there is
no way to construct any other cause. Viśvanātha Cakravartin defines the trait of
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sweetness in Kr.s.n.a in his Moonlight on the Path of Passionate Devotion (Rāgavartma-candrikā) (Second Prakāśa) as Kr.s.n.a’s not overstepping the limits of his
human condition when majesty is manifested or when it is present but not manifested. When, for instance, he kills the evil witch Pūtanā, he does so as a human
child suckling at her breasts. His stealing of yogurt and butter from the houses of
the cowherders and his arousing the erotic desires of the cowherd women are examples of his sweetness when his majesty though present is not manifest. Judged
in this light, Kavi Karn.apūra does not excessively represent the majesty of Kr.s.n.a
in his works, though its presence is felt more than in the writings of the other
writers of this tradition.
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4.1

The Text: Chapter One
rjEncrmyAm̃ -toktArAEBrAm̃
EkmEp EkmEp v̂˚dAd̃fjAtAEBn˚dA
EvtEtrk̂t rADAk̂¯Zyo, -vApvADA mEtm̂d̀vcnAnA\ fAErkAZA\ f̀kAnAm^ ; 1 ;

1. In the final period of the night, lovely with its scattered stars, a flock of
very soft-speaking yellow-breasted black birds (śārikā) and parrots, pleased by
the order of Vr.ndā, somehow interrupted the sleep of Rādhā and Kr.s.n.a.

þTmmǹproDA boDyAmAs rADAm^
ask̂dm̂tkSp
{, fAErkAEl, s̀jSp
{, .
aT k̂ts̀Kdoh, k̂¯Zm̀Ĺ́tmoh,
EkmEp f̀ksḿh, þ̃mdĄopǵh, ; 2 ;
2. First an unrestrained group of black birds awakened Rādhā with repeated
nectar-like, fine words; then a group of parrots, giving great joy, free of illusion,
sometimes embraced by Kr.s.n.a lovingly, awakened Kr.s.n.a with indescribably soft
words.

v
}jpEttnyAňAs¡to vFtfňA
EvD̀m̀EK Ekm̀ f̃q̃ EnB‚r\ rAE/f̃q̃ .
þmdmD̀pp̀Ò̃ mA pr\ Etď k̀Ò̃
n gZyEs EvghA« Ek\ g̀!ZAmnhA‚m^ ; 3 ;
3. O Moon-faced! How is it that you, made fearless from contact with the
lap of the son of the lord of Vraja, are still sleeping deeply at the end of the
night? Don’t stay any later in this bower filled with drunken bees. Aren’t you not
forgetting the undeserved reproach of your elders?
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4.2

Awakening Rādhā
agEZtk̀lEnďA mA Enk̀Ò̃ fEyďA,
pErhr s̀rtÍ\ -vApm̀ŃQC fFG
}m^ .
smjEn sEvf̃q, p[y doqAvf̃q,
k̀z n gtsmADA\ b˚D̀vg‚-y bADA\ ; 4 ;

4. Don’t lie here in the bower oblivious to your family’s reputation. Give up
sleep, the killer of love-making, and get up quickly! Look! The end of night with
its special signs has arrived. Don’t cause unjust troubles for your relatives.

iymjEn Edg
{˚dýF d̂[ytA\ d̃Ev sA˚dýF BrdzEZmDArA (v(pdANjAǹkArA .
iymEp c vrAkF s(vrA cĞvAkF
pErEmlEt rTA¡
˜ jAtEvQC̃dB¡
˜ ; 5 ;
5. Look, Goddess, the eastern direction has become awash with deep red,
imitating the color of your lotus feet. And this poor ruddy goose quickly meets
her lover, whose separation from her is now ended.

aEp tv m̀KfoBAmAØ̀kAmo_EtloBAd^
apErkEltkAm, -v\ vp̀s^ (yÄ̀kAm, .
crmEfKErf̂¡\ þA=y p[y
{v t̀¡\
v
}jEt ffDro_-t\ vArỹdŊ k-tm^ ; 6 ;
6. Besides, this suicidal moon longs desperately to see the beauty of your
moonlike face. This longing unfulfilled, he wants his own body to waste away.
Look! He has reached the high peak of the final mountain and is beginning to set.
Who can stop him now?
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s̀dEt k̀m̀EdnFnAmňmAsAŊ lFnA
mdmD̀krmAlA kAlmAsAŊ lolA .
srEt kmElnFnA\ rAEjm̃tAmdFnA\
BvEt smy ev ‘lAEnhqA‚Edd̃v, ; 7 ;
7. O Beautiful Teeth! A garland of drunken bees, having found the laps of
the water-lilies and merged with them, now realizing the time, grows restless and
moves toward this blossoming line of lotuses. Time alone is lord of exhaustion
and exhilaration.

E-mtkmlm̀KFnA\ mXlF t̃ sKFnA\
EmlEt prmãčA -v-vg̃hAdBFčA .
s̀m̀EK Evgtdoq̃ yA Ekl (vA\ þdoq̃
EnEvXEtEmrp̀Ò\ þApyt^ k̃Elk̀Òm^ ; 8 ;
8. The lovely circle of your friends, who in the flawless beginning of the night
helped you reach the bower of love-sport, then full of deep darkness, is gathering
from their own bower-houses now, thoroughly thrilled, with smiling, lotus-like
faces, O Sweet-faced one.

s̀m̀EK nynm̀dýA\ m̀Ñ EnD́‚y EndýA\
kly vdnmAsA\ EvŊ̀d̀ŘotBAsA\ .
rEtEvgEltB́qA\ &y-tpy‚-tṽqA\
Evl̀Elttǹm̃tA-(vA\ Bj˚tA\ sm̃tA, ; 9 ;
9. O Sweet-faced! Put aside your sleep. Break the seal on your eyes. Look
at the faces of these friends whose complexions gleam like lightening. They have
gathered to serve you whose ornaments are loosened, whose clothes are scattered
here and there, and whose body has been tossed about by love-making.
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EvydEtlG̀tAr\ (vŠp̀, "`ŻhArm^
EvgEltk̀s̀mAnA\ v-m‚ f̃PAElkAnAm^ .
E/tyEmdEmdAnFm̃k!p\ tdAnF\
aEp ydEp tTAEp (vŠp̀, ŹFEBrAEp ; 10 ;
10. Even though the sky with its few scattered stars, your body with its crushed
necklaces, and the bodies of the Śephālikā trees with their fallen fragrant flowers,
are now alike – and were also alike [in beauty] then [at night] – your body [alone]
still possesses its excellences.

/̀EVtpEttm̀ÄAhArvĄ̃ EvỳÄA
Bvd̀X̀tEtr̃qA -vSpmA/Avf̃qA .
Ecrfynmṽ#yAz˚DtF t̃ Evl#yA
BvEdv pErvĞ̃ p[y sØEq‚cĞ̃ ; 11 ;
11. Just as your pearl necklace has become rent and the pearls fallen, the stars
have become scattered, only a few remaining. It looks as if chaste Arundhatı̄,
seeing your long sleep here, has hidden [being embarrassed] in the crooked circle
of the seven sages. See for yourself!

EnjkrpErp̀čA p[y s̃y\ þEvčA
fEfm̀EK lEltA¡F sEàDO t̃ k̀r¡F .
k̀z sk̂pmpA¡
˜ EkEÑdÑĄr¡
˜
Bvt̀ vt k̂tATA‚ þFtỹ t̃ smTA‚ ; 12 ;
12. Look, Moon-faced, that lovely bodied doe, that you have fed with your
own hands, enters and comes close to you. Compassionately give it a glance,
however wavering, so that it may be fulfilled and able to please you.
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nvEkflyb̀ŔA jAEtto_˚tEv‚f̀ŔA zZpdkml˚t̃ -vAEdt̀\ k̂¯ZkA˚t̃ .
(vErtm̀psr˚tF (v(sKFnA\ vh˚tF
krsrEsjGAt\ yAEvDĄ̃ þyAtm^ ; 13 ;
13. Thinking them new buds, and by nature innocent hearted, O Lover of
Kr.s.n.a, your doe darted forward to taste your pink lotus feet. Receiving a slap
from the lotus hands of your friends, she has returned to her place.

fEfm̀EK tv P̃lAmA/Bog̃ sK̃lA
tv pdjlpAnAmodmA/AvDAnA .
aEp BvdvlokABAvsÒAtfokA
tv m̀KfEfEbMbAlokmA/AvlMbA ; 14 ;
14. Moon-faced! Thrilled by the mere taste your lip’s nectar, devoted solely
to the joy of drinking your foot wash, yet saddened by the absence of your glance,
she waits, longing to glimpse the circle of your moon-like face.

hErrEtk̀t̀kF t̃ ñ/ỳ‘m\ EmmFt̃
nynỳgmmAyþ̃m y-yA, þmAy .
EkmEp Evmlm̀ÄAmAlyA cAzvÄA
Enytm̀pEmmAn, s\fy\ EnD̀‚nAn, ; 15 ;
15. Feigning curiosity, Hari measures your eyes after measuring hers, full of
deceitless love, and, resolving his doubt and comparing them always with a string
of pure pearls, he says something sweet in praise of the doe’s eyes.

iEt EngEdtv(y, fAErkA, þ̃mv(y,
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s̀KdpdATA« vAcm̀(TApnATA‚m^ .
yEd EkmEp Evr̃m̀, pE/Z-t\ þZ̃m̀,
sm̀pŝtEnk̀ÒA, þAØs\modp̀ÒA, ; 16 ;
16. Having thus spoken statements meant to awaken, filled with pleasing
words and meanings, when the loving yellow breasted black birds fell silent, the
parrots, filled with delight, drawn near the bower, offered obeisance to him.

4.3

Awakening Kr.s.n.a
aT fynst̂¯Z\ boDyAmAs k̂¯Z\
EvtEtrEp f̀kAnA\ k̂¯Zhqo‚(s̀kAnAm^ .
ŹvZs̀KdsOMy
{, EÜ‘DfNdAT‚rMy
{,
srstrmnSp
{, ḱEjt
{, sFD̀kSp
{, ; 17 ;

17. Then the group of parrots, anxious to please Kr.s.n.a, awakened him who
wanted more sleep with sweet calls – calls which, like nectar to the ears, were
gentle and pleasing and beautified with affectionate words and meanings.

þZyrsgBFrAŰAzfNdAT‚DFrA,
kls̀mD̀rkWA, þ̃mjSp̃¯vk̀WA, .
sEt smyEvṽk̃ boDyAÑĞ̀r̃k̃
n Kl̀ vt Evd‘DA, kAy‚kAl̃ Evm̀‘DA, ; 18 ;
18. When they knew what time it was, some of them, profound in the rasa
of friendship, learned in charming words and meanings, with voices both low and
sweet, unembarrassed by sensual words, clever, and not bewildered in a time for
action, awakened him.
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jy jy g̀ZEs˚Do þ̃ysFþAZb˚Do
v
}jsrEsjBAno s(klArŒsAno .
ih Eh rjEnf̃q̃ EkMmnA nAT ’ s̃q̃
smymvkl˝yApF¯yt̃ k̀—>f˝yA ; 19 ;
19. Victory, victory! Ocean of good qualities! Friend of the life of your dear
one! Sun of the lotus of Vraja! Mountain of the true arts! What are you thinking,
Lord, to be lying here at the end of night? Knowing the time, do you still prefer
the bower bed?

mdmD̀pỳvAn, þAØdoqAvsAn Qỳtk̀s̀mvnA˚t, -vApm̀ŊAtv˚t, .
dDEt kEtpyLyA\ k̃ElmMBojvFLyA\
sEt smyEvṽk̃ k̃ Evm̀İE˚t lok̃ ; 20 ;
20. Young intoxicated bees, when night ends in the midst of the forest of fallen
flowers, give up their sleep and play among the rows of lotuses. When one knows
the time, who on earth is bewildered?

Ëcn m̀KEvqAd, ËAEp hAs - þsAd,
Ëc dEytEvyog, ËAEp kA˚t-y yog, .
k̀m̀dkmlvFLyov
{‚sd̂[ỹ_EttLỹ
BvEt Ekm̀ n kAl, "oBfoBAEvfAl, ; 21 ;
21. Somewhere there is the sadness on the face, somewhere else the favor of
laughter, somewhere there is separation from the beloved, somewhere else union
with the lover. When the dissimilarity between the rows of lilies and rows of
lotuses so evident, is not time great in disturbance and beauty?
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(vmEs smyṽĄA sv‚d̀,K
{kB̃ĄA
BvEs B̀vnb˚D̀, sŃ`Zg
}AmEs˚D̀, .
v
}tEtBvntSp\ ḿEt‚m˚modkSp\
ydEp tdEp m̀Ñ -vE-t t̃_-mAd̀dÑ ; 22 ;
22. You are the knower of time, the one destroyer of all miseries. You are the
friend of the world, you ocean of fine qualities. Although your bed in this house
of vines is like pleasure embodied, nevertheless, give it up; rise from it with good
fortune.

s̀Bg rjEnf̃q̃ -vApg̃h̃ s̀f̃q̃
(vEmEt Eh jnnF t̃ s\fym^ -v\ D̀nFt̃ .
smymT EvEd(vA jAgrAT« (vErtA
-vyEmym̀pg˚/F Ü̃h evA/ m˚/F ; 23 ;
23. Handsome one! Your mother has quieted her doubts and trusts you are
sleeping soundly at the end of the night in your own bedroom. Realizing the time
now, she will be coming quickly to awaken you, her affection for you her guide.

aymEp c EfKXF jAgEr(v
{v KXF
k̂ts̀lEltk̃k, kAlEnďAEvṽk, .
þEmlEt tv EndýAhAnỹ_DFdErdýA,
Efv Efv Enjs̃vAkAlm̀>JE˚t k̃ vA ; 24 ;
24. Even this lonely peacock awakens and, calling out very sweetly, aware
of the passing of time, comes to break up your sleep. Śiva, Śiva! What persons
indeed, not lacking in intelligence, would miss the hour of their own service?

aEp frEd d̀rApú\sno y(klAp,
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þbltrgErßA tAvk̃n
{v DAßA .
EnrvEDblmAnEÜ‘DtAŊotmAn,
Ë ǹ smyEvpà-(v(pdANj̃ þpà, ; 25 ;
25. When his tail does not grow sparse even in the autumn and instead shines
with an ever stronger sheen through the more intense weightiness of your influence, when will he, surrendered at your lotus feet, ever be distressed by time?

EvEvDmEZsdQC\ mXlFk̂(y p̀QC\
þEtEnytmk̀W, þoěsQÐAmkW, .
tv sh dEytAEB, p[yt, þFEZtAEBr^
jnyEt lEltAEn þ(yh\ y, s̀KAEn ; 26 ;
26. He spreads his tail, as pure and beautiful as heaps of jewels, his neck
shining blue and always free of wrinkles. Every day as you watch he creates the
amorous amusements of you and your pleased lovers.

jy s̀Bg nm-t̃ Ź́ytA\ s(vr-t̃
EcrfynspFX, kO(yy˚tAm
}ćX, .
uaÙtEnjs̃vAkAls\modpFvA
n Eh smyEvd‘D, kAy‚kAl̃ Evm̀‘D, ; 27 ;
27. Fortunate one! Triumph be yours! We bow to you. Listen as this rooster,
perturbed by your late sleep, crows, his body swollen with joy because his time to
serve you has come. One so expert at telling the time is not likely to be confused
when it is time to act.

iEt klvcnAnA\ fAErkAZA\ f̀kAnA\
ztmEtfyrMy\ Źo/p̃y\ EnfMy .
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EvEhtfynbADA sA jjAgAr rADA
þTmmT s k̂¯Z, -vAplFlAEvt̂¯Z, ; 28 ;
28. Hearing the lovely calls of the soft-voiced parrots and yellow breasted
black birds (śārikās), so sweet to the ears, first Rādhā woke, her lying in bed
now become an obstacle; and then Krsna woke, his taste for the sport of sleep
diminished.

4.4

Pleasure’s Fatigue
ỳgpd̀ByEndýAB¡Ev@v-tm̀dýA
ỳgpd̀Byñ/ApA¡B¡F EvEc/A .
ỳgpd̀ByǴZA‚jAts\ỄfṕZA‚ Bvd̀ByEvlokABAvt, þAØfokA ; 29 ;

29. When the seal keeping their eyes closed was destroyed by the simultaneous
interruption of their sleep, wonderful was the manner of the simultaneous sidelong glances of their eyes, troubled by their eyes’ simultaneous drowsy rolling
and gripped by saddenness because of inability to see each other.

þsBm̀Bydo¯Zo, pFXn\ s\sEh¯Zor^
uByvp̀q ekFBAv aAsFd^ EvṽkF .
s̀rtsmrlFlA yA p̀rAsFt^ s̀fFlA
EkEmv p̀nzpAyAt^ sA sm̃qozpAyAt^ ; 30 ;
30. Their two bodies, each tolerating the forceful squeezing of the other’s
arms, though distinct, soon became one. Will the beautiful sport-combat of love
that occurred before happen again with the encouragement of the god of love?
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uByp̀lkjAl
{ rŒścFslFl
{r^
uByrBsś/
{dF‚G‚dFGA‚EtEc/
{, .
ỳgpd̀Byt˚vo, sFvn\ Ed&yBA˚vor^
ak̂t k̀s̀mcAp̃n
{v yog̃ d̀rAp̃ ; 31 ;
31. With their [full] union hard to achieve [under the circumstances], the
flower-bowed one nevertheless sewed their brilliantly shining bodies together with
the wondrous, longer-than-long thread of their exultation and with the play of the
jewel-like needles of their erect hair.

ỳgpd̀ByĵMBArMBZ-yoplMBAd^
uBydfnkAE˚t, KA=yEn&ý‚YfAE˚t, .
uBym̀KshAyA_˚yo˚yEnm‚—CnAyA gmEdv smtĆv\ m¡lArAE/k(vm^ ; 32 ;
32. As both began to yawn simultaneously, the glow from their teeth, helped
by [the radiance of] both their faces, possessed of some indescribable, uncontrived
peace, seemed like an auspicious ceremony of lights to welcome one another.

ỳgpd̀Bydo¯Z, pFXñn
{v ko¯Z,
þZy iv ãEd-T, -vFk̂tAŹ̀&yv-T, .
uBynynp#mA ÚAvyn^ fokl#mA vdEdv k̂troq\ BAEvEvQC̃ddoqm^ ; 33 ;
33. By the simultaneous pressing of their arms, a small warmth, like a longing
in the heart, transformed into tears which, flooded their eyelashes and seemed to
speak angrily of the fault of the coming separation dominated by sadness.
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4.5

Rising from Bed
aT fyntlAĄAv̀E(TtO sMþmĄAv^
iv spEd Evb̀@y -v-vnFvF\ Enb@y .
EvrhmshmAnO EcĄpFXA\ dDAnO
n yyt̀rk̂tATO‚ t-Tt̀nA‚smATO‚ ; 34 ;

34. Then, awakening quickly, the two, rising up from their bed as if intoxicated, tied up their respective belts and, unable to bear the separation, feeling pain
in the hearts, did not leave, feeling unfulfilled, and did not stay, being unable

jyt uEdtv(yA locñ t̃ s̀d(yA
alsvEltǴZ̃‚ -vAplFlAEvfFZ̃‚ .
Evkckmlm@ỹ sAD̀ mA@vFkm̃@ỹ
E-tEmtmvzvŐA\ sopm̃ KÒnA<yAm^ ; 35 ;
.
35. May the two eyes of [Rādhā] the risen one with beautiful teeth be victorious! Rolling from fatigue, contracted from the sport of the sleep, they resemble
two wagtails [small, long-feathered birds] moving slowly in a fully blossomed
lotus – purified by honey.

EvlsdlsṕZ
{‚, p#mEB, þAØǵZ
{‚,
smmEtzzcAt̃ locñ cAzZF t̃ .
aElEBzphtA<yA\ sopm̃ pňjA<yA\
fyngtrs-y þ̃yso mADv-y ; 36 ;
36. At the same time, those two charming eyes of her dear lover Mādhava,
who had found joy in sleep – those two eyes with their flickering eyelashes full of
the fatigue of the love-game – shine splendidly like two lotuses overrun by honey
bees.
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m̀m̀ct̀rT k̀ÒAvAsm̀ŇFØg̀ÒA cyvdzZrAg̃ZAzZ̃ EdE‘vBAg̃ .
rEtrZEvjyA˚t̃ Eną`vAnO EnfA˚t̃
EnjEnjtǹyčF tO /pAB̀‘nd̂čF ; 37 ;
37. Then, those two left the bower house as the eastern sky was turning red
with the reddish blush of bright guñja berries. Hiding their bodies, made lovely
at the end of night by victories in the battles of love-making, they left, lowering
their eyes in embarrassment.

4.6

The Beauty of the Love Nest
Ëcn G̀ŝZpň, ËAEp Es˚d́rjo_ň,
"tEvrhEvp"þǛtAŝ?sp", .
Ëcn k̀s̀mdAm EQCàkodXDAm
Ë c Evl̀ElthArE[CàmOEv‚þkAr, ; 38 ;
Ëcn m̂gmdAňA, k̀/Ect^ k>jlAňA,
-mrnrpEtdE˚tQC̃dkSpA, -P̀rE˚t .
s Eh rEtrZr¡, kOt̀koŊĄr¡,
smjEn s̀m̀KFnAmAgtAnA\ sKFnAm^ ; 39 ;

38-39. Here appeared a smear of flower pollen, there spots of crimson sindur
powder like blood spilled from an enemy destroyed by a wound, here a flower
garland like the broken body of a bow and there a disordered necklace like a
broken bow-string, here spots of musk and somewhere else spots of collyrium
like cuts of the elephant of King Love. That battle field, left after the battle of
love, became a place for rising waves of amusement in their sweet-faced friends
who arrived on the scene.
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4.7

Leaving the Bower
uBym̀ByEcĄ̃ ˚y-y EcĄ\ s̀EvĄ̃
þZyrsEvpAk
{, s˚tt\ sAEtr̃k
{, .
"ZEvrh-hA<y\ k̃vl\ Evg
}hA<yA\
lG̀lG̀pdm̃tO dMptF tO þyAtO ; 40 ;

40. Each fixing the other’s heart in their own, well examined by the constantly
increasing ripenings of love’s joy, with only their two bodies, which could tolerate
momentary separations, did that couple with slow steps begin to leave.

B
}mBrEvprFt̃ vAssF nFlpFt̃
þk̂EtmgmEy(vA nopnFt̃ vEs(vA .
alsmT EmTo\s̃ ˚y-y jAtþf\s̃
B̀jỳglmBFtO j‘mt̀d‚MptF tO ; 41 ;
41. They put on each others clothes, blue and yellow, switched by mistake
and though not worn before, without realizing the truth; and then, placing their
fatigued arms on each other’s praiseworthy shoulder, that couple fearlessly went
forward.

pET Epf̀nmEt<y, fňmAnO g̀z<y,
clcEkttr¡O EnE"p˚tAvpA¡O .
prmg̀ZgBFrO kAms¡~AmDFrO
yyt̀ rEtEvt˚/O rAEDkAk̂¯Zc˚dýO ; 42 ;
42. Uncertain of not finding their mean-minded elders on the path, casting
flickering and startled glances about them, Rādhā and Kr.s.n.a moved on, steeped in
the finest qualities, bold in the contest of love, servants to erotic desire.
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n pET n Bvñ vA lE"tO tO vñ vA
shjsdǹrÅA -vFyyAn˚dfÅA .
pErjnnynAnAm̀(svAnAdDAnAv^
aT pET Evhr˚tO r̃jt̀lo‚kkA˚tO ; 43 ;
43. Not spotted on the path, nor in the forest, nor in the house, through the
magic of their own inherent and surpassingly loving power, the two who are loved
by all the world, sporting on the path and giving pleasure to the eyes of their circle
of friends, were radiant then.

EvrmEt rEtyẫ kOt̀kAĄ/ jẫ
ydvB̂TEmh
{tO ÜAntŰAzṕtO .
aT EkmEp pdATO‚ sArB́tO k̂tATO‚
ĝhmED pErEfčA\ rAE/m̃vAfEyčAm^ ; 44 ;
44, When the sacrificial rite of love-making came to an end, the two became
charmingly purified from bath, curiously like the purity produced by the concluding rite of a sacrifice [avabh.rtha]. Then these two indescribably fundamental
beings, their desires fulfilled, slept the rest of the night in their homes.

tnv iv BVAnA\ bA , nGAto(kVAnA\
"tEvgmEBqE‘B, foEDtA yogỳE‘B, .
aEtsrEt rtAň̃ tĄń Eng‚tAň̃
EvbBt̀rǹBAvAŊogfÄ̃, -vBAvAt^ ; 45 ;
45. Just as the bodies of warriors, in great pain from arrow wounds, are cured
by skillful doctors with medicines for the healing of wounds, so when the marks
of physical love appeared on Rādhā and Kr.s.n.a, their bodies became free of those
marks through the nature and influence of the yoga-power.
Thus ends the first ray of the Moonlight of the Daily Play of Kr.s.n.a.
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5

Gaud.ı̄ya Vais.n.ava Dharma and Sannyāsa (Complete)

Some people ask about the place of the institution of sannyāsa (formal renunciation) in the religious tradition of Gaud.ı̄ya Vais.n.avism.9 Therefore, a little reflection on this topic will be done here.
In what condition is taking sannyāsa appropriate? That is the first thing that
should be considered. The Maitreyı̄ Upanis.ad (2.19) says:
ydA mnEs v
{rA‘y\ jAt\ sṽ‚q̀ v-t̀q̀ .
td
{v s˚˚ys̃EŠŠAn˚yTA pEtto Bṽd^ ;
When detachment to all things is born in the mind, then one should
renounce. Otherwise one would become fallen.
That Upanis.ad also says (2.20):
dý&yAT‚màv-/AT« y, þďAT‚m̃v vA .
s˚˚ys̃d̀By - B
}č, s m̀EÄ\ nAØ̀mh‚Et ;
For things, for food and clothing, or for power — one who renounces
for any of those things is fallen both now and in the future and does
not deserve liberation.
But Mahāprabhu himself has said that in the Age of Kali there is no prescription for sannyāsa citing as evidence the Brahma-vaivarta Purān.a (1.17.7):
aŸm̃D\ gvAlMB\ s˚˚yAs\ plp
{E/km^ .
d̃vr̃Z s̀to(pEĄ\ klO pÑ Evvj‚ỹt^ ;
9

This essay is from the Appendix to his edition of the Caitanya-caritāmr.ta of Kr.s.n.adāsa
Kavirāja.
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The aśvamedha [horse] sacrifice, cow-killing (in the Madhuparka rite),
renunciation, offering meat to the forefathers [?], begetting sons by
means of the husband’s younger brother; these five are to be rejected
in the Age of Kali.
From this it is understood that even for one who has the qualification specified
in the śruti cited above, sannyāsa is not recommended in the Age of Kali.
In Vārān.ası̄, after listening to the primary meaning of the Vedānta-sūtra from
Mahāprabhu at the house of the Maharastrian brāhman.a, one of Prakāśānanda
Sarasvatı̄’s chief disciples sitting in the ashram thinking about the Lord’s explanation of Vedānta said:
śrı̄kr.s.n.acaitanyavākya dr.d.ha satya māni
kalikāle sannyāsera sam
. sāra nāhi jini
I consider the statements
of Śrı̄ Kr.s.n.acaitanya
to be completely true.
In the Age of Kali
we do not overcome
the cycle of rebirth by sannyāsa. (C.c., Madhya, 25.27)
From this, too, it is understood that in the Age of Kali sannyāsa is without
utility.
What has been said above, however, is only the general rule. Let us see
whether there is any specific rule mentioned in the statements of Mahāprabhu
or not.
In Vārān.ası̄, in the context of describing “that which is to be conveyed” (abhidheyatattva, ie. bhakti) to Sanātana Gosvāmin, on the topic the behavior of Vais.n.avas,
Śrı̄ Mahāprabhu said:
asatsanṅgatyāga ei vais.n.ava ācāra
strı̄saṅgı̄ eka asādhu kr.s.n.ābhakta āra
esaba chār.iyā āra varn.āśramadharma
akiñcana hañā laya kr.s.n.aikaśaran.a
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Giving up association with the unholy,
this is the practice of Vais.n.avas.
One who associates with women is one;
the other is the unholy non-devotee of Kr.s.n.a.
Rejecting all these and varn.āśrama-dharma,
without possessions one should find
one’s only shelter in Kr.s.n.a. (C.c., Madhya, 22.49-50)
This instruction of Mahāprabhu is about the rejection of varn.āśrama-dharma
for Vais.n.avas. Varn.āśrama-dharma means the caste system and system of stages
of life. In scripture is found the prescription for four stages of life: the student
stage of celibacy, the householder stage of marriage, the stage of the hermit, and
the stage of renunciation (sannyāsa). Renunciation is the fourth stage of life. For
those who practice the path of bhakti, Mahāprabhu has said that this (sannyāsa) is
also to be rejected. Rejection of the system of castes and stages is counted as one
of the practices of Vais.n.avas.
In the context of the sixty-four limbs of bhakti as means (sādhana-bhakti),
the Lord has not given any instruction for sannyāsa. Instead he has said: jñāna
vairāgya bhaktira kabhu nahe aṅga, “knowledge and renunciation are never parts
of bhakti.” (C.c., Madhya, 22.82)
The Gosvāmin headed by Rūpa, who follow the footsteps of r Mahāprabhu,
have established the example of worship in the Vais.n.ava tradition and have published books, such as the Bhakti-rasāmr.ta-sindhu showing the path of worship.
In their books, an instruction for the practice of sannyāsa is not found anywhere.
Also, none of them took sannyāsa. They only wore the cloth of those without possessions (nis.kiñcana). Śrı̄ Sanātana Gosvāmin received one piece of an old cloth
from Tapana Miśra at Vārān.ası̄ and with that made a kaupin and outer cloth. This
is the dress of one without possessions.
When Śrı̄ Jagadānanda went to Vr.ndāvana, he one day invited Sanātana Gosvāmin
for food. A sannyāsı̄ by the name of Mukunda Sarasvatı̄ gave Sanātana an outer
cloth. Sanātana tied that outer cloth on his head and went to keep Jagadānanda’s
invitation. Then:
rātula vastra dekhi pan.d.ita premāvis..ta hailā
mahāprabhura prasāda jāni tānhāre puchilā
kānhā pāile ei tumi rātula vasana
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mukundasarasvatı̄ dila kahe sanātana
śuni pan.d.itera mane duh.kha upajila
bhātera hān.d.ı̄ lañā tānre mārite āsila
Seeing the reddish cloth, the Pan.d.ita
became overwhelmed with love.
Thinking it the remnant of
Mahāprabhu, he questioned him:
“Where did you get this reddish cloth?”
“Mukunda Sarasvatı̄ gave it,” replied Sanātana.
Hearing that, sadness arose in the Pan.d.ita’s mind.
Taking up the rice pot, he came to hit him. (C.c., Antya.13.51-53)
Sanātana was embarrassed. Seeing that, Jagadānanda Pan.d.ita placed the pot
on the stove and said to Sanātana:
tumi mahāprabhura hao pārs.adapradhāna
tomāsama mahāprabhura priya nāhi āna
anya sannyāsı̄ra vastra tumi dhara śire
kon aiche haya ihā pāre sahibāre
You are the chief of the associates of Mahāprabhu;
There is no one else as dear to Mahāprabhu as you.
You wear another sannyāsı̄’s cloth on your head.
When something like this happens, how can one tolerate it? (C.c.,
Antya, 13.55-6)
Then Sanātana said:
sādhu pan.d.ita mahāśaya
caitanyera tomāsama priya keha naya
aiche caitanyanis..thā yogya tomāte
tumi nā dekhāile ihā śikhiba kemate
yāhā dekhivāre vastra mastake bāndhila
sei apūrva prema pratyaks.e dekhila
Right! Pan.d.ita Mahāśaya!
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No one is as dear to Caitanya as you.
This kind of unwavering faith in Caitanya is suitable in you.
If you did not show me, how would I learn this?
To see that, this cloth was tied on my head;
Unprecedented love have I seen before my very eyes.
It is not fitting for a Vais.n.ava to wear reddish cloth.
I will give it to some visitor; what need have I with it? (C.c., Antya,
13. 57-60)
Here Sanātana has said: raktavastra vais.n.avera parite nā yuyāya, “It is not
fitting for a Vais.n.ava to wear reddish cloth.” Here this is not a reddened cloth or a
red-colored cloth. This is the color of cloth that Mahāprabhu used as an outer cloth
(saffron), because Jagadānanda Pan.d.ita mistook it for a remnant of Mahāprabhu.
This was the outer cloth of a sannyāsı̄ named Mukunda Sarasvatı̄. This was the
color of cloth that sannyāsı̄s used as outer cloths. Reddened (rakta) means dyed or
colored cloth. From Śrı̄ Sanātana’s statement it is understood that far from taking
sannyāsa, Vais.n.avas should not even wear cloth colored like that of sannyāsı̄s.
Someone is perhaps able to claim that the Rāmānuja Sampradāya or the Madhva Sampradāya is Vais.n.ava, but in these communities sannyāsı̄ are found. In
answer to this it is said that the practices of each community of practitioners is in
accordance with attainment of that community’s desired goals. The objective of
the Rānānuja Sampradāya or of the Madhva Sampradāya is not the same as that
of the Gaud.ı̄ya Sampradāya. The object of worship of those two communities is
the Lord of the Supreme Heaven, Nārāyan.a; the object of worship of the Gaud.ı̄ya
community is Śrı̄ Kr.s.n.a, the son of leader of Vraja, in Vraja. The mood of those
two communities is the mood of lordly opulence (aiśvarya) in Vaikun.t.ha; the
mood of the Gaud.ı̄ya community is the mood of pure sweetness (mādhurya) free
of knowledge of opulence in Vraja. The desired objective of those two communities are the liberations headed by sharing of a world (sālokya), etc.; the desired
objective of the Gaud.ı̄ya community is service (sevā) whose purpose is only the
happiness of Kr.s.n.a in Vraja. Desire for liberation is contrary to the mood of the
Gaud.ı̄ya community, contrary to worship (bhajana). For this community:
kr.s.n.abhktira bādhaka yata śubhāśubha karma
sei eka jı̄vera ajñāna tamodharma
ajñānatamera nāma kahiye kaitava
dharma artha kāma moks.a vāñchā saba
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Obstacles to Kr.s.n.a-bhakti
are all auspicious and inauspicious works.
That is one living being’s
trait of the darkness of ignorance. (C.c., Adi, 1.52)
The darkness of ignorance
is called the fraudulent (kaitava):
All desire for piety, wealth,
sensuality, liberation, and so forth. (C.c, Adi, 1.50)
The Bhāgavata’s “highest religion free from fraud”10 is the religion to be practiced by the Gaud.ı̄ya community. The observance of varn.āśrama-dharma is favorable to the attainment of the liberations headed by sharing of world (sālokya). For
this reason, those who desire liberation observe varn.āśrama-dharma.
The Tattvavādı̄ teacher who followed Śrı̄ Madhvācārya said to Mahāprabhu in
connection with his community’s means and goal:
varn.āśrama-dharma kr.s.n.e samarpan.a
ei haya Kr.s.n.abhaktera śres..tha sādhana
pañcavidha mukti pāñā vaikun..te gamana
sādhyaśres..tha haya ei śāstranirūpan.a
Offering varn.āśrama-dharma to Kr.s.n.a,
this is the highest means for the devotee of Kr.s.n.a.
Attaining the five kinds of liberation and going to Vaikun.t.ha,
this is the highest objective according to scripture. (C.c., Madhya,
9.238-9)
Śrı̄ Rāmānujācārya, too, in his commentary on the Brahma-sūtra and on the
Gı̄tā has talked about the observance of varn.āśrama-dharma.
Previously it was said that sannyāsa is a part of varn.āśrama-dharma. Since the
Rāmānuja community and the Mādhva community, both desirous of liberation,
observe varn.āśrama-dharma, taking sannyāsa is not prohibited for them. This for
them is a specific rule. But the Gaud.ı̄ya community is not desirous of liberation;
varn.āśrama-dharma and the sannyāsa that is included in it is not suitable to their
10

Dm‚þoE>Jtk
{tvo_/ prmo ( BAg^» 1»1»2 )
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form of worship. The sannyāsa that is found in Vedic scriptures is the sannyāsa of
varn.āśrama-dharma. Other forms of sannyāsa are not found in Vedic scriptures.
The sannyāsa that was started in the Buddhist community, which is inimical to the
Vedas, is not the sannyāsa that is approved by the Vedic scriptures. The community of sannyāsı̄ of ten names was started by Śrı̄ Śaṅkarācārya, to many in imitation
of the Buddhists. Whether the titles of the ten-named sannyāsı̄, Giri, Purı̄, Vana,
Bhāratı̄, and so forth, were in use among the sannyāsı̄ who followed the Vedic
scriptures is not known. In later times many followed the form of sannyāsa in imitation of Śrı̄ Śaṅkara, but did not take the titles of the Śaṅkara tradition. Whether
their sannyāsa is the sannyāsa endorsed by the Vedic scriptures or not is a subject
for the consideration of scholars.
One might ask: after deciding “practicing it myself, I will teach everyone
dharma,” Śrı̄ Mahāprabhu made his descent. In this context, if sannyāsa is prohibited in the Age of Kali and if sannyāsa is antithetical to the practice of path of
pure bhakti, why did the Master himself take sannyāsa?
Here is the answer. First of all, in connection with the prohibition against
sannyāsa in the Age of Kali, it is prohibited for living beings (jı̄va) in the Age
of Kali. Mahāprabhu is not a living being. There was no need for him to take
sannyāsa as a form of spiritual practice. He is the Lord himself, Vrajendranandana
(Son of the King of Vraja), therefore he is beyond rules and regulations. Rule
and regulations are for the living beings. In the Dvāpara Age Śrı̄ Kr.s.n.a said to
Vyāsadeva that he in some special Ages of Kali becomes a sannyāsı̄ and distributes
bhakti for Hari to humans affected by the age.11 In the Mahābhārata one finds a
similar statement: “Of beautiful complexion, golden limbed, fine featured, with
moon armlets, he becomes a sannyāsı̄, controlled and peaceful, intent on faith and
peace.”12 In order to fulfill all these statements of scripture, Gaura-Kr.s.n.a accepts
sannyāsa. This is his sport. The purpose for which he reveals this sannyāsa sport
he communicates with his own words:
yata adhyāpak ār tāñr śis.yagan.
dharmı̄ karmı̄ taponis..tha ninduk durjan
ei sab mor nindā aparādh haite
āmi nā laoyāile bhakti nā pāre laite
11

ahm̃v ËEcŞýĲn^ s˚˚yAsAŹmAEŹt,. hErBEÄ\ g
}AhyAEm klO pAphtAn^ nrAn^ This is a
Purānic statement cited in the Caitanya-caritāmr.ta (1.3.15)
12
s̀vZ‚vZo‚ h̃mA¡o vrA¡Ű˚dA¡dF. s˚˚yAsk̂t^ fm, fA˚t, EnďAfAE˚tprAyZ,;
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nistārite āilāṅ āmi hailo viparı̄t
e sab durjaner kaiche haibek hit (Cc, 1.17.253-5)
All the teachers and their students,
dharmı̄s, karmı̄s, ascetics, blasphemers, rogues,
if all of them, from calumny of and offense to me,
do not accept me, they will not accept bhakti.
To deliver them I came; the opposite has occurred.
How will I help all these knaves?

e sab jı̄ver ava”sya karibo uddhār
ataeva ava”sya sannyās karibo
sannyāsı̄r buddhye more pran.ata haibo
pran.atite habe ihār aparādh ks.ay
nirmala hr.daye bhakti karibo udaya (Cc, 1.17.257-9)
I must certainly raise up all these living beings.
Therefore, I must accept sannyāsa
Thinking me a sannyāsı̄ they will pay homage.
Through their homage their offenses will diminish.
In their purified hearts bhakti will rise.
Secondly, there is a his example of worship. There are two aspects of the Lord
— his godly aspect and his bhakta aspect. In his godly aspect he has accepted
sannyāsa in order to deliver the living beings. In his bhakta aspect he has established, himself and also by means of his companions, an example of worship.
If sannyāsa were compatible with the method of worship he taught, he would
have instructed his companions to take sannyāsa, too, and somewhere in his elucidation of the sixty-four varieties of bhakti as practice he would have mentioned
sannyāsa. The Master did not do that and among his companions no one took
sannyāsa. Even though as God he took sannyāsa in order to deliver the living
beings, as bhakta the Master said:
ki kārya sannyāse mor prem nijadhan
ye kāle sannyāsa kailo channa hailo man (Cc, 2.15.52)
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What is the use of this sannyāsa of mine? My true treasure is love.
When I took sannyāsa my mind became covered.
The suggestion of this statement of the Master’s is perhaps that in the effort to obtain love there is no need for sannyāsa. From Śrı̄la Vr.ndāvana Dāsa’s Caitanyabhāgavata we learn that sannyāsa is unfavorable to the worship on the path of
bhakti. Mahāprabhu has revealed that, too, through the words of Śrı̄pāda Sārvabhauma
Bhat.t.ācārya (see the Caitanya-bhāgavata, Antya, Chapter Three).
One more thing should be considered. It is said in the Bhāgavata (10.33.31):
IŸrAZA\ vc, s(y\ tT
{vAcrZ\ ËEct^.
t̃qA\ yt^ -vvcoỳÄ\ b̀EĹmA\-tt^ smAcr̃t^;
The words of the controllers (forms of god) are true and sometimes
their actions are too. What is in accord with their words the wise
should do.
In the Vais.n.ava-tos.an.ı̄ on this verse it is said: “One should accept as authority and
follow the instructions of the Lord. One should consider the behavior of the Lord
and that behavior which is in agreement with his instructions one should follow.
Behavior other than that one should not follow. In terms of following, the Lord’s
instructions carry more weight than his actions.”13
In the Ujjvala-nı̄laman.i (3.24) it is said:
vEt‚t&y\ fEmQCEĽB‚Ävà t̀ k̂¯Zvt^.
i(ỹv\ BEÄfA-/AZA\ tA(py‚-y EvEnZ‚ym^;
Those desiring their well-being should behave like the bhakta not like
Kr.s.n.a. This is the clear conclusion of the bhakti scriptures.
13

vc aAâA s(y\ þmAZ(ṽn g
}Aİ\ -vvcñn aEvzĹEmEt -vfNd̃n t̃qAm̃v tTA Evß
cArAdAâAyA blvĄr\ &yEÒtm^. b̀EĹmAEnEt tĄEŠcAy‚ i(yT‚,. a˚yTA Enb̀‚EĹr̃v iEt
BAv,.
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Mahāprabhu is the Lord himself, Śrı̄ Kr.s.n.a, Gaurakr.s.n.a. If, because he (Mahāprabhu)
took sannyāsa, some bhakta following him disregards his example and takes
sannyāsa too, that would be contrary to the bhakti scriptures. This is because accepting sannyāsa was an action of Mahāprabhu and that action is not in agreement
with his instructions. In his instructions Mahāprabhu no where recommended taking sannyāsa. Rather, by saying that sannyāsa is prohibited in the Age of Kali and
by implying the rejection of sannyāsa in his rejection of the varn.āśrama-dharma,
his instructions are opposed to the taking of sannyāsa.
If someone says here: “Since the Master is the Lord himself, his taking sannyāsa
may not be an action that can be followed. But if a bhakta who follows him takes
sannyāsa, then there is no fault in someone’s following the action of that bhakta
and taking sannyāsa. Doesn’t the scripture teach acting like a bhakta?” It must
be replied that if some bhakta takes sannyāsa, his taking of sannyāsa would be
contrary to scripture. Following an action contrary to scripture cannot be recommended. In the commentary on the verse from the Ujjvala-nı̄lamn.i cited above
Viśvanātha Cakravartin after considering the issue concludes: “Whether one is a
perfected bhakta or a practitioner bhakta, a bhakta’s actions that are in accordance
with scripture are to be followed. Other actions are not to be followed.”14
If someone says that Śrı̄ Nityānanda also took sannyāsa, it must be pointed out
that Śrı̄ Nityānanda is also deity. He is Baladeva of the Vraja sport. That not all
of the actions of the deity can be followed has already been demonstrated. The
sannyāsa of Śrı̄ Nityānanda was part of his sport. Then again after he arrived in
Navadvı̄pa he he broke his staff and waterpot with his own hands and threw them
down and Mahāprabhu threw that broken staff and pot into the Ganges. After
Mahāprabhu took sannyāsa, Nityānanda broke his staff and threw it into a river
on the way to Nı̄lācala. Neither of them ever again used the staff of the sannyāsa
āśama.
Another question might arise. One of Mahāprabhu’s other intimate companions, Śrı̄ Purus.ottama Ācārya, took sannyāsa and became known by the name
Svarūpadāmodara. He was already on the path of bhakti. Why then did he still
take sannyāsa? In reply it must be said that he did not take sannyāsa because he
thought it was favorable to or helpful for the practice of bhakti. When he heard
that the Master had taken sannyāsa he thought: “My lord who is millions of times
more dear to me than my own life will endure the hardships of the sannyāsa āśrama
and I will enjoy the pleasures of household life? That won’t do at all. I will also
14

Comm. on Un., 3.24.
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bid farewell to the pleasures of family life (sam
. sāra) and take sannyāsa.” Thinking
in this way and being unsettled at the thought of the hardships of the Master’s life
in the stage of sannyāsa, he ran to Kāśı̄ like mad man and took sannyāsa. That also
was not complete sannyāsa. He didn’t take the yoga-pat..ta15 and he didn’t take the
staff and waterpot. Moreover, he was an eternally perfect companion bhakta. That
all of the actions of a perfected bhakta cannot be followed has been stated before.
Someone again might say that sannyāsı̄s like Paramānanda Purı̄, Raṅga Purı̄,
Brahmānanda Purı̄, and so on were associates of Mahāprabhu and he showed them
great respect. If sannyāsa were not pleasing to the Lord why would act like that?
In answer it must be said that all those sannyāsı̄s had previously taken sannyāsa
in the Śaṅkara community and they later entered the path of bhakti. Even though
they entered the path of bhakti their names and dress remained as before. They
did not take sannyāsa after entering the path of bhakti. The Master did not ask
them to give up their former names and dress out of a sense of ettiquete towards
them. In this context there is one other matter to consider. In all of those communities in which the institution of sannyāsa is practiced, each one has a particular
title indicative of the sannyāsāśrama. If a sannyāsı̄ rejects one community and
enters another communtiy he has to give up his previous title and takes the title
used in the new community. Since there is no institution of sannyāsa practiced
in the Gaud.ı̄ya community there is no title indicative of the sannyāsāśrama in it.
Therefore, if a sannyāsı̄ from another community joins the Gaud.ı̄ya community
there is no question of his being required to give up his previous title.
From the Caitanya-bhāgavata of Vr.ndāvana Dāsa (Antya, 3.22-30) we hear
how Mahāprabhu has revealed the incompatability of sannyāsa with the culture
of bhakti from Sārvabhauma Bhat.t.ācārya, allowing himself to be the brunt of his
comments. Enchanted by the Master’s māyā Sārvabhauma said to the Master:
bad.oi kr.s.n.er kr.pā haiyāche tomāre
sabe ek khāni kariyācho abyabhāre
parama subuddhi tumi haiyā āpane
tabe tumi sannyāsa karilā ki kāran.e
bujha dekhi ki āche sannyāse
prathamei baddha haya ahaṅkāra pāśe
dan.d.a dhari mahājñānı̄ haya āpanāre
kāhāreo bolo hasta jod. nāhi kare
15

A cloth worn over the back and knees during meditation.
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yār padadhūli laite veder vihit
heno jan namaskāre tabhu nahe bhı̄t
sannyāsı̄r dharmo bā balibo seho nahe
bujho ei bhāgavate jeno mat kahe
þZm̃ŇXvĽ́mAvAŸcAXAlgoKrm^.
þEvčo jFvklyA t/
{v BgvAEnEt;16
(pran.ameddan.d.avadbhūmāvāśvacān.d.ālagokharam
pravi.s.to jı̄vakalayā tatraiva bhagavāniti)
brāhman.ādi kukkura can.d.āla anta kari
dan.d.avat karibek bahu mānya kari
ei je vais.n.avadharma sabhāre pran.ati
sei dharmadhvajı̄ yār ithe nāhi rati
śikhāsūtra ghucāiyā sabe ei lābh
namaskār kare āsi mahā mahā bhāg
Large indeed is Kr.s.n.a’s mercy to you.
Only one thing have you done wrong.
Though you are yourself most intelligent,
why have you taken sannyāsa?
Look, let’s see what there is in sannyāsa.
First one is bound by the ropes of arrogance.
By simply taking up a staff a person becomes a great scholar.
He does not fold his hands before anyone.
Those whose foot-dust, the Vedas enjoin, he should take on his head
now offer homage to him instead and yet he is not afraid.
Whether that is the dharma of sannyāsı̄s or not, I won’t say.
Look, here is the way the Bhāgavata puts it:
“One should offer homage, like a stick on the ground, [to all] down to
the dogs, Cān.d.ālas, cows, and donkeys, thinking ‘the lord is present
there as his part, the living being.’”
16

Bhāg., 11.29.16 and 3.29.34.
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From the brāhman.a to the dog and Cān.d.āla,
one should pay them homage holding them in high regard.
That is Vais.n.ava dharma — homage to all.
He is a pretender to dharma who has no taste for that.
Taking off his topknot and thread, he gains only this,
that the great ones now come and pay homage to him.
At the end of the names of the bhaktas is the word dāsa, servant. But before
the names of those who take sannyāsa is the word svāmin and after mahārāja. Śrı̄
Mahāprabhu has said: tr.n.ādapi sunı̄cena taroriva sahis.n.unā, amāninā mānadena
kı̄rtanı̄yah. sadā harih.. But sannyāsa stands as an obstacle on the path of following
this intruction of the Master and stands contrary to the the verse indicative of the
practitioner spoken by the Master: nāham
. varn.ı̄ na ca narapatih. ...
Through all these considerations it is seen that the acceptance of sannyāsa is
not sanctioned by the scriptures for Gaud.ı̄ya Vais.n.avas who follow Mahāprabhu.
I have heard that someone has said that if one does not take sannyāsa worship
is not possible. This is an incredible statement. Of all of the companions of
Mahāprabhu by means of whom he established the models for worship, nearly all
of them were householders. Even though Śrı̄ Rūpa, Sanātana, Raghunātha Dāsa,
Raghunāth Bhat.t.a, and the others did not remain in the householder stage, not one
of them took sannyāsa.
In truth, Mahāprabhu’s sannyāsa is one of his sports connected with his essential nature.
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6

Bhāgavata 1.1.1:
A Vision of the Absolute (Nitai Das)

6.1

Introduction

The Bhāgavata Purān.a is one of the great classics of world religious literature and
yet it is often not found in lists of such classics. Since its composition, perhaps
as early as the middle of the first millennium of the common era, perhaps as late
as the end of that millennium, it has taken India almost by storm, becoming one
of the main focuses of commentarial attention by a number of traditions, and a
mainstay in rites of religious recitation and exposition. In its philosophical and
psychological sophistication, the subtlety and beauty of its language, its vision of
religious experience as ecstatic and emotionally intense, it represents an important
stage in the gradual transformation of the Hindu religious ethos into its modern
forms. Coming as it does in the third great stage in the development of the Hindu
tradition, it builds on and transforms the main elements of the first or Vedic stage
and the second or Epic stage. Thus, in many places the Bhāgavata reflects and
provides commentary on various seminal hymns of the Veda and passages of the
Upanis.ads. It also builds upon the narratives of the Mahābhārata and acts as a critique of the teachings of the great epic, especially those concerning dharma. Thus,
the Bhāgavata cannot be fully or properly understood without a deep familiarity
with those previous texts. We shall see this heritage clearly reflected in the first
verse of the Purān.a.
The Bhāgavata is a member of a vast class of texts called the Purān.as. The
Purān.as were originally repositories of old legends and tales which included creation stories, secondary creation stories, stories of the births and genealogies of
the gods, and accounts of the periods of time, and dynastic histories. These five
subjects, therefore, comprise the famous five defining characteristics (laks.an.a) of
the Purān.as.17 A collection of ancient lore such as this, now lost to us, is probably
what is meant by Purān.a in the Br.had-āran.yaka Upanis.ad (2.4.10) where it is
said:
ev\ vA ar̃_-y mhto B́t-y EnŸEstm̃td^
yd̂‘ṽdo yj̀ṽ‚do sAmṽdo_TvA‚E¡rs iEthAs, p̀rAZm^
17

Matsya Purān.a, sg‚Ű þEtsg‚Ű v\fo m˚v˚trAEZ c. v\fAǹcErtAn^ c
{v p̀rAZ\ pÑl"Zm^;
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Or thus it is this exhaled breath of this great being which is the R.gveda,
Yajurveda, Sāmaveda, Atharvaveda, the Itihāsa, and the Purān.a.
Perhaps portions of the old Purān.a have survived in the later Purān.as.
The Bhāgavata expands the five characteristics into ten and places the first
nine in a relationship of dependence on the tenth, known as the āśraya, the foundation, the shelter, the fundamental and absolute truth. The ten characteristics
of a Purān.a according to the Bhāgavata are: creation in general, special creation
by the demiurge Brahmā, maintenance of the creation, grace, desires, the Manu
periods, discourses on deity, cosmic dissolution, liberation, and finally the resort
or foundation.18 This tendency of the Purān.ic literature to expand beyond being
mere repositories of ancient lore into being expressions of India’s many and diverse visions of the absolute is noticeable in all of the Purān.as. The Bhāgavata
Purān.a is classified as a Vais.n.ava Purān.a which means that the vision it presents
of the absolute is shaped by a long tradition of religious practice and reflection
that came to regard the old and somewhat minor Vedic god named Vis.n.u as the
supreme god or Bhagavān. Other Purān.as are classified as Śaivite or Śākta, depending on whether they are thought to focus primarily on the great god Śiva or
the great goddess Śakti. The Bhāgavata in particular focuses on Kr.s.n.a, thought
by the older tradition to be merely a descent or avatāra of Vis.n.u, as its highest
vision of the deity.
The Bhāgavata is not a small work. It is said in other Purān.as and in the
Bhāgavata’s own colophons to contain 18,000 Sanskrit verses. A verse here
means a two line metrical composition that generally presents a complete thought
or statement. The verses are composed in a variety of meters, the most common
of which is the śloka which consists of 32 syllables, 16 syllables to a line. While
most of the verses in the Bhāgavata are of this sort, there are also verses in as
many as thirty-four other meters scattered throughout it. Moreover, there are sizeable sections of prose in the text. In actuality, however, there are only 16,256
verses in the text as we have it today. Nevertheless, compare that to a work like
the Bhagavad-gı̄tā which only has about 700 verses. The Bhāgavata is about 23
times as large. A recent translation (1976) in the Ancient Indian Tradition and
Mythology series extends to five volumes and over 2,200 pages. The ISKCON
translation is even longer, extending to over twenty volumes, but that is bloated
by commentary.
18

a/ sgo‚ Evsg‚Ű -TAn\ poqZḿty,. m˚v˚tr̃fAǹkTA EnroDo m̀EÄrAŹy,; BAg^» 2»10»1
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Of the over sixteen thousand verses in the Bhāgavata, some stand out as being
particularly important. There are, for instance, the four verses referred to as the
Catuh.ślokı̄, thought to be the original four verses of the Bhāgavata, the seed verses
from which the rest of the text has grown.19 They are as follows:
ahm̃vAsmg
˜
} nA˚yŊ(sds(prm^.
pŰAdh\ yd̃tÎ yo_vEf¯ỹt so_-Myhm^;
fft̃_T« y(þtFỹt n þtFỹt cA(mEn.
tEŠŊAdA(mno mAyA\ yTABAso yTA tm,;
yTA mhAE˚t B́tAEn B́t̃q́ÎAvc̃¯vǹ.
þEvčA˚yþEvčAEn tTA t̃q̀ n t̃¯vhm^;
etAvd̃v EjâA-y\ tĆvEjâAs̀nA(mn,.
a˚vy&yEtr̃kA<yA\ y(-yA(sv‚/ sv‚dA;
I alone was before, there being no other that was real or unreal, and
after [creation] this am I. What remains [after dissolution], that too I
am. That because of which things are perceived or not perceived in
the self like light and like darkness one should know to be my own
māyā. As the great elements are present and not present in beings,
high and low, so am I in them and not in them. This much should
be known everywhere and at all times, through positive and negative
concomitance, by one who wishes to know the reality of the self.
This rather dense statement is reminiscent of certain well known passages of
the Upanis.ads describing the primordial state of things with the difference that
in those passages the primal being is referred to in the third person, as an ”it,”
whereas here the primal being is represented as speaking of itself in the first person. Take for instance the famous passage from the Br.had-āran.yaka Upanis.ad
(1.4.1): aA(m
{ṽdmg
} aAsFt^ p̀zqEvD,, ”the self alone was this in the beginning
in the shape of a person.” Another difference between this passage and those of
the Upanis.ads is the recognition of māyā as the cause of what is perceived and not
perceived in the self and the idea that that māyā in some sense belongs to the self
or to the primordial being.
19

BP, 2.9.32-35.
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Another famous and oft-quoted verse of the Bhāgavata shows a similar tendency to try to bridge the gap between the impersonal and personal visions of the
absolute that belong to the tradition before it. In it it is said (1.2.11):
vdE˚t tĄĆvEvd-tĆv\ y>âAnmŠym^.
b
}Ĳ̃Et prmA(m̃Et BgvAEnEt fNŊt̃;
The knowers of reality say that that reality which is non-dual knowledge is described as Brahman, Paramātmā, and Bhagavān.
Brahman is the absolute as it is in and of itself, unqualified, inactive, and
undelimited by māyā. It is the absolute as transcendent. Paramātmā is the absolute
in relationship with the cosmos, as the inner witness and controller of all. It is
the absolute as immanent. Bhagavān is the absolute as personal deity, as agent,
as savior, and as lover. Those three words according to the knowers of reality
refer to the same non-dual knowledge or awareness. The authors of Bhāgavata
sought to find and to proclaim the connection or consistency between those three
ways of viewing the absolute. This is the hard sought samanvaya or unifying link
that Hindu sages and scholars have sought to discover in the many and diverse
revelatory texts of the Vedas and Upanis.ads. It strikes one in its own way as
not unlike the struggle in modern physics to try to find, or perhaps to forge a
unification between general relativity which deals with the huge and quantum
mechanics which deals with the miniscule. Brahman represents the large, vast
vision of the absolute as undivided, unfragmented consciousness, and Bhagavān
as the small, individualistic, personalistic vision of the absolute. The truths that
apply to the one seem to contradict the truths that apply to the other. How then
can one unify them?
Apart from these verses and numerous other well known verses of the Bhāgavata
there is the masterful first verse of the Purān.a which sets the tone and orientation
for the whole work. The first verse of a traditional composition in India is called
its maṅgalācaran.a, or auspicious performance. It has more to do than merely
create meaning. It must get the journey under way, point it in the right direction,
destroy any obstacles that may be in the way, gather together and encourage those
qualified for the journey, and finally give a brief but enticing glimpse of the destination. It is a ritual act as much as it is an act of speech. In this regard, the first
verse of the Bhāgavata does not disappoint. It is a model of its genre and fitting
spring board into the hyperspace of the text’s universe of meaning.
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6.2

Verse One
j˚mAŊ-y yto_˚vyAEdtrtŰAT̃‚¯vEBâ, -vrAV^
t̃ñ b
}Ĳ ãdA y aAEdkvỹ m̀İE˚t yt^ śry,
t̃jovAErm̂dA\ yTA EvEnmyo y/ E/sgo‚_m̂qA
DAßA -ṽn sdA Enr-tk̀hk\ s(y\ pr\ DFmEh
We meditate on the highest truth from which came the birth and so
forth of this [cosmos], directly and indirectly, fully versed in the
objectives, independent, who extended Brahman [the Veda], about
which even the wise are confused, to the first poet through his heart
[mind], in which the creation is real [or unreal] like the interchange
between fire, water, and earth, and which is always free of deception
through its own splendor.

6.3

Analysis

There are so many ways to analyze this first verse of the Bhāgavata Purān.a many
of which are represented in the numerous commentaries written on it. No other
Purān.a has received such commentarial attention. What is striking for me about
this first verse is the way it begins. The very first word is janma, birth. The Purān.a
begins with the beginning of existence, with the beginning of the universe, with
the beginning of one’s life, with the beginning of one’s study. There seems to be
a progression in the very first line of this verse, its first quarter. First comes birth
followed by growth and increasing maturity which are represented by the Sanskrit
ādi (etcetera). Along the way to maturity one develops the ability to think or
reason, represented here by the words anvaya and itaratah.. These refer to positive
and negative concomitances which are essential parts of the science of logic or
inference in India. Next comes expertise in the arthas, the objectives or goals
of human life also known as purus.ārthas. Those objectives are wealth, sensual
pleasure, piety, and liberation. The sequence concludes with the acquisition of
independence. In other words one discovers through all these developments and
goals that one is separate from, apart, deferent from, independent of the processes
of birth, growth, old age and death. One discovers through those processes the
true nature of one’s self, that it is independent and as the word svarāt. implies
self-illumined.
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The second quarter of the verse is concerned with the revelatory process. Brahman, knowledge, is revealed through the heart to the poet. It is not understood
even by the wise or learned who become confused about what its real intent or
meaning is. It is discovered in one’s heart or rather it is revealed there. This is, of
course, a recognition of the manner in which the authors thought the Vedas were
revealed to humans, not written by them. They are known as śruti, that which
one hears, not kr.ti that which one creates or concocts. Thus in the Hindu tradition
the Veda is regarded as eternal and authorless. In the mythology the Vedas were
revealed to Brahmā, the demiurge at the beginning of time and the Vedas acted as
the blueprints by which he was able to construct the world. Thus he is the original
kavi or poet, the creator creating according to his inspiration, that is, according to
the Veda revealed to him in his heart. Still, there is the sense here that what was
true for the original kavi is also true for all the later and lesser kavis.
The third quarter describes the process by which one becomes confused or
deceived about the nature of reality. In the way that sometimes fire appears to
be in water or water on the land or earthly solids in fire, one sees the temporary
changing world of the three gun.a or three strands as real because it rests in the
real absolute. It is because of the reality of the substratum that the superimposed
is felt to be real. The substratum imparts reality to that which is perceived in it.
Nevertheless, that which is perceived in it is not really real.
Finally, in the last quarter of the verse the highest truth reveals itself in the
act of meditation. The deception described in the third quarter as the appearance
of something in what it is not is destroyed by the light or effulgence of the highest truth upon which the authors meditate. Moreover, this is not light that comes
from some other source. It is light that emanates from the highest truth itself. The
highest truth is self-revealing, not just another object that can be illumined by the
light of other things. It is the revealer, not the revealed. The very last word in the
verse is dhı̄mahi, ”we meditate.” Besides pointing to the centrality of meditation
in Hindu practice, this word is identified by most of the commentators as a reference to the famous gāyatrı̄ mantra, considered to be the quintessential hymn of
the Vedas, the pinnacle of Vedic mantra, capturing the highest truth and bestowing the highest blessings. Thus, the authors of the Bhāgavata while connecting
themselves to the Vedic revelatory tradition are suggesting that they are beginning
where the Vedas leave off. The plural ”we” is explained by the commentators
as the teacher meditating along with his disciples. Thus, in the first verse of the
Bhāgavata we are presented with the image of a teacher meditating along with his
disciples in preparation for the great teaching to come.
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6.4

Conclusion

The first verse begins with birth and ends with the highest truth. In between almost
everything else is encompassed. Janmādyasya yatah. draws in Vedānta since this
is the famous second sūtra of the Vedānta-sūtras. Anvayād itaratah. brings in
Nyāya, the discipline of logic in India which works through an understanding
of pervasion (vyāpti) and an absence of pervasion. With the arthas come the
four purus.ārthas, goals of human life, and their respective fields of study: arthaśāstra, kāma-śāstra, dharma-śāstra, and moks.a-śāstra. The Mı̄mām
. sā, or the
school of Vedic hermeneutics, is also brought in the second quarter of the verse
with Brahman, the speech of the Veda, as revealed to Brahmā at the beginning of
time. Sāṅkhya and Yoga are not left out either. Sāṅkhya is there in the reference to
the trisarga or triple creation, the creation be means of the three gun.a or strands,
and, of course, Yoga is present in the last word of the verse dhı̄mahi, we meditate.
Thus all of the major schools of Hindu philosophy, along with most of the minor
ones, are drawn into the embrace of this great Purān.a and the driving force behind
its writers appears to be to unify all these diverse elements into a coherent and
complete vision of the nature of reality. The authors appear to be searching for
the samanvaya of samanvayas, or in today’s terminology the theory of everything.
This is consistent with what I see as a fundamental sensibility of medieval and
modern Hinduism, the sense that a view or a vision of reality is not right unless it
can account for everything.
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7

Vais.n.ava Padāvalı̄

These are translations of a selection of Vais.n.ava songs, called in Bengali Vais.n.avapadāvalı̄ (padavali means strings of verse), spanning five centuries. Vais.n.ava is a
general term that refers to a worshiper of the ancient Hindu god Visnu, who is referred to in some of the oldest of the Vedic hymns. The Vais.n.ava who wrote songs
in Bengali were generally worshipers not of Visnu per se, but of the god Kr.s.n.a and
his lover goddess Rādhā. For the Vais.n.ava of this late period in the long history
of Vais.n.avism the majestic, remote, and awe-inspiring Visnu has been superseded
by the beautiful, approachable, and love-inspiring Kr.s.n.a. This transformation was
primarily the influence of the Bhagavata Purana (8th cent. ?) in which the relative
primacy of the two gods was reversed. Previously Kr.s.n.a was described as one
of the incarnations of Visnu, but the Purana teaches that it is Kr.s.n.a who is the
source of all forms of god, even of Visnu, and who thus incorporates all the others
in himself. By worshiping Kr.s.n.a, therefore, all the others are worshiped as well.
This may have been a point that engaged the theologians and philosophers of the
period and fueled many a debate among them, but it was not necessarily what
attracted the finest poets of the time, not only in Bengali but in many other languages around India. What attracted the poets to Kr.s.n.a was that he is described in
the Bhagavata as an intense and passionate lover whose charm and beauty aroused
the love of the cowherd girls of his childhood home of Vraja. By extension Kr.s.n.a
is capable of attracting the hearts and minds of all living creatures. Kr.s.n.a is a
god of love and this is what inspired the thousands of songs written in Bengali
and other Indic languages for the last eight centuries. This was the subject of one
of India’s finest religio-erotic poems the Gita-govinda by Jayadeva (12th cent.)
which was written in Sanskrit possibly in Bengal or Orissa. The songs presented
here represent only a fragment of the songs of the some of finest Vais.n.ava poets
writing in Bengali from the fifteenth century through the nineteenth century. As
the basis of this anthology I am using the fine selection made by Dr. Bimanbehari
Mazunder called Pacasata Vatsarera Padavali, ”Songs of Five Hundred Years”
(Kalikata: Jijnasa, 1368 [1962]). It contains some 336 songs in all, which, as
anyone familiar with this poetic phenomenon would know, is just a drop in the
ocean of Vais.n.ava padavali. Altogether some 88 poets are represented, including
Dr. Mazumder himself whose own songs are included in an appendix under the
signature name ”Nitai.”
Dr. Mazumder wrote a good, but rather brief general introduction to these
songs, parts of which I will present at the beginnings of the various installments
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of these translations. The general introduction touches on the philosophical ideas
behind these songs, the various rasas presented in them (standardized to 64), the
various types of heroine portrayed (also numbered 64), and the peculiarities of the
language found in the songs. Mazumder’s anthology is divided into five sections
each representing a century and beginning with the 15th century and each section
is divided into several subsections according to the motifs found in the songs.
Thus the first section covers the 15th century and has subsections entitled ”love
in reproach,” ”meeting during the rainy season,” ”the sport of the rasa dance,” and
”love in separation.” The other centuries have other subsections. In addition, the
section for each century has a short introduction in which the main poets of that
century are introduced. Useful information from those introductory sections will
also be presented.

7.1

Fifteenth Century Songs
Introduction

In the 15th century, before the appearance of Sri Caitanya, there were four song
writers: Vidyapati, Candidasa, Maladhara Basu Gunaraja Khan, and Madhavendra Puri. Vidyapati had a copy made of the Kavyaprakasaviveka (1510 C.E.)
during the reign of Sivasimha. During this reign of Sivasimha, Vidyapati wrote
some two hundred songs. Many of his very fine songs are only found in Bengal,
not in Mithila or in Nepal. The language of those songs has many differences
from that found in Mithila and Nepal. The difference of mood is even greater. It
is possible that at the time when a song of Vidyapati was being sung, Bengalis
made such changes in it that its mood became Vais.n.ava and it become easier [for
Bengalis] to understand. One Bengali in particular, taking the name of Vidyapati, wrote many songs on the subject of love enjoyment (sambhoga) and on other
subjects.
The songs presented here are those of the Candidasa whose name stands without an adjective. This Candidasa became so famous that later other Candidasas added adjectives to their names, adjectives like ”Big” (bodo), ”Twice-born”
(dvija), ”Original” (adi), ”Humble” (dina), etc. Sri Caitanya appreciated the songs
of the Candidasa without an adjective.
Maladhara Basu wrote the Sri Kr.s.n.avijaya a little before the birth of Caitanya.
His home was in the village of Kulina in Vardhaman District. His title was Gu55

naraja Khan. Satyaraja Khan and Ramananda Basu who were dear to the Lord
were born in his family.
Madhavendrapuri was the guru of Sri Caitanya’s guru Isvarapuri. Kr.s.n.adasa
Kaviraja calls him the ’first sprout of the desire tree of bhakti.’ His preman (love)
was so deep that if he saw a cloud or the neck of peacock he would faint. The
Vais.n.ava padavali that arose as the poetry of the lives of Vais.n.avas, got its start
from him.

7.2

First Bouquet
Love in Reproach (Aksepanuraga)
1.
What can I say, friend;
such is her misery.
Her body is filled
with the flute’s breathy poison.
Forcefully it enters her ears.
There it melts her body, mind, and inhibition.
Huge bumps cover her body!
Not seeing with her eyes,
it is as if she sees someone.
In front of her elders,
there are waves of emotion.
With effort she covers her whole body with her cloth.
On soft soft feet she moves about inside the house.
Fortunately today the creator has retained her attire
Body and mind distracted, her girdle comes loose.
What can I say? Vidyapati is mystified.
2.
One cannot describe that wicked flute!
Calling it draws a chaste woman outside.
Pulling her hair it takes her to Syama.
Like a thirsty doe she falls into danger,
A chaste woman forgets her husband;
a sage forgets his mind.
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Hearing it, the trees and vines get goose bumps.
What will happen? Women are by nature simple.
Says Candidasa: ”But everyone’s dancing master is the dark one!”
3.
Piety and works gone, and the elders’ pride.
Unsettling, the love of that dark Kanu.
At home what will others not say?
What can I do?
Who does not love? I am sullied.
I cannot go out because of people’s talk.
I feel like taking poison to die.
Some call chaste women weak.
The blemish of Kanu has happened;
burning I die in misery.
Unable to eat, unable to stay at home;
thinking about him over and over,
pain has entered my heart.
My body and mind are fevered;
fever has spread though my body.
Candidas says: ”certainly you will be well.”
4.
There is no friend to call and ask;
My heart feels restless.
Who does not love?
I alone am at fault.
While I go out the people gossip;
Inside are unbearable thorns.
Having loved, the whole world has turned enemy;
Who will I call my own?
Even if a limb becomes blemished with many faults,
one does not reject it.
Your hearts have become troubled;
together are we in life and death.
The son of Nanda, Kr.s.n.a of Gokula
everyone calls him their own
Wanting him again, I welcomed him,
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the fruit of uncountable births.
You will no more call and ask of Rādhā
if I die here and now.
Candidasa says: ”you will have everyone,
if he becomes your friend.”
5.
On the arrangements of the Creator,
the Maker, the Orderer I throw ashes.
You have made me alone from birth,
not given me a partner.
You have not given me a sensitive friend,
instead only fools and idiots.
This is the way it is
in this your sinful creation.
He for whom my heart cries;
him I have not seen.
For this sinful work,
this is my accounting.
At the door of my house
I will light a fire
and go to a distant place.
”Your distress will some day be over,”
says the poet Candidasa
6.
Fie on those who in living
dominate others!
Greater fie on those who
become controlled by another.
On this sinful forehead
the Creator has written it so.
The ocean of nectar
has become poison for me.
If I, calling it nectar,
dive into it,
why does my heart
suddenly fill up with poison?
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If I place a stone on my lap
thinking it is cool,
that stone melts
from heat of my body’s fire.
Seeing shade I go to sit
in a grove of trees and bushes.
Those trees catch on fire
along with the leaves and bushes.
If I go to the water of the Yamuna
and jump in,
will my breath be cooled
or does the heat rise instead?
Therefore, how will this
contemptible life go on?
Certainly I will eat
this poison of poisons.
Candidasa says: ”You do not know
the ways of fate.
That deep love takes one’s life.”
7.
Seeing the ocean of the joy of love
I lowered myself into it to bathe.
After bathing I climbed out and, turning to look back,
was struck by a gust of sadness.
Who made this lake of love,
its water so pure?
Crocodiles of sadness swim about it always
making one’s very life tremble.
There are flame-like elders, and watery mosses,
and neighbors like barbed fish.
Water chestnuts of family-respect, all thorny,
surround the whole pool.
Spots of algae stick to my body,
if I try to strain it and drink it.
Itching inside of it and outside of it
the Creator has given both joy and misery.
Says Candidasa: ”Listen my lovely!
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Joy and misery are two brothers.
If one makes love to get joy,
misery comes along with him.”
8.
Friend, it is all my fault!
If, without knowing better, I reached for love.
Who should I be angry with?
Seeing the ocean of sweet nectar right before me,
I drank til I was happy.
Who would have known
that if you taste it it turns to poison,
that I would find so much misery?
If I had known, even in the slightest,
would I still have done so?
Birth, family, character–all are lost.
Weeping again and again I die.
To heck with so many hopes and expectations.
I choose to see.
First love has no half of a half of a third.
Someone is willing to die for something;
if so, can she do otherwise?
Candidasa says: ”One pursues such love with a good person.”
9.
Listen, friend, to what I say to you.
See what has happened to me for loving.
Who knew that love is a fire?
It constantly burns. How much can I take?
Love is mischievous; who says it is good?
While thinking time has become a skeleton.
Tears flow unceasingly from my eyes.
My shameless breath will not stay steady.
Love has become a second Creator.
That Ruler has made this wreck of me.
Candidasa says: “That is a fine Ruler!
By this passion you will have every success!”
10.
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Love, love,what is its form?
It has struck me in my heart.
If my life leaves me, love will not leave.
Whoever created love?
These three letters: “pi-ri-ti” (love),
I don’t know from where they have come.
The thorn of love has punctured my heart
like some inflated doll.
Love, love, the fire of love,
is burning now twice as hot.
Unkind the flame that does not go out,
A spear stuck in my heart.
Candidasa says: “Listen, my lovely,
love does not speak.
If you give up your life for the sake of love,
then love is what you will find.”
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Letters

Dear Nitaiji,
Thanks for the latest Nitai-zine, it’s another triumph. I especially appreciated
the clarity of your exposition of logical flaws in the ’Siksha Parampara’ idea. But
did BSS invent this idea? He appears to have borrowed Baladeva Vidyabhushan’s
parampara from Govinda-bhasya, then added his and his father’s associates, excluding Sri Bipin Goswami.
I agree with Dr Nath about Sannyasa, and find a society made up of householders and humble babas to be healthy and desireable. But I have it from a member
of Dr Nath’s family who lives here that some are members of Gaudiya Math, despite his objections. The reason appears to be the appeal of the security of a large
institution. I am also susceptible to this. What to do?
I have also contemplated the possibility of a meeting between modern and
Vaishnava thought, but there are a number of problems with this, as well as some
interesting possibilities. The principal problem is that after Nietzsche, who has
arguably brought the quest of western philosophy begun by the Greeks to a conclusion, all is now in fragments: truth is limited in time and space: true for us
right now, but not for them yesterday, tomorrow, or in a different idea-paradigm.
(Nietzsche thus brought western universalism closer to the Hindu concept of Svadharma than it has ever been before: The ’God’ he killed is only the Christian God.)
-In that context, Vaishnavism, as a sophisticated Little Tradition, is already
acceptable in (’post’) modern thought.
-Many, beginning with Bhaktivinod I think, have noted that Vaishnavism is
making a major contribution to the Christian Theology of Heaven: as the ultimate
imaginable state of bliss in devotion to a personal God.
-The impact of Vaishnavite respect for life on western thought can be judged
especially through that of Gandhi’s Vaishnavism-inspired ahimsa.
-Some devotees are developing an argument that feminine Gaudiya-Vaishnavism
is an appropriate antidote to supposedly masculine colonialism in a post-colonial
feminist world.
I personally find this last to be based on weak assumptions: non-western feminists find their western female counterparts to be also oppressors (White women
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had slaves. How can they claim now to have been on the side of the oppressed
all along? This sounds hollow to non-western women and a considerable debate
is now raging in feminist circles: even supposedly universalist feminism is faced
with fragmentation!)
Also, my own research suggests to me that the Brahmin’s practiced a far more
insidious form of colonialism than that imposed by any outside power. Dr BR
Ambedkar the great Untouchable leader said this. I put it to you that this last (the
fact that it is mostly Brahminical: Note eg even Bhaktivinod’s active suppression
of low-caste vaishnavas) is the most serious obstacle to our project of making
Vaishnavism acceptable in modern thought, and thus I have for many years been
pessimistic about our chances. But what do you think?
Yours in the aspiration to serve the Supreme Beautiful,
Vishvatma das.
PS: my own preference is for an existentialist-aestheticist approach to Gaudiya
Vaishnavism: I believe because it is absurd (Kierkegard), Beauty is its own justification. We are madly seeking the ridiculously beautiful, the beautifully absurd.
***
Greetings Vishvatma das,
Thanks for your kind words about the latest Nitai-zine and for your thoughtprovoking comments. As far as I know BSS did invent the idea of a siksaparampara. I haven’t encountered it anywhere else. The idea of a guru-parampara
is of course very old. What is generally meant by that, however, is the diksa
parampara. That is what the guru-parampara cited by Baladeva is supposed to be.
Where that lineage comes from is not clear. It seems to have appeared first either
in the work of Kavikarnapura (Gauraganoddesadipika) or in the Navaratna by
Harirama Vyasa Goswami, a disciple of a disciple of Isvarapuri. As Dr. Kapoor
has pointed out the lineage is questionable and there are major differences between Gaudiya theology and Madhva theology. Still there may be a connection
remembered here.
I am sorry to hear that Dr. Nath’s relatives have surrendered themselves to
the GM. They ought to ask one of those fat GM sannyasis what he thinks of their
relative’s vast body of work. What do you think the answer would be? Probably
just: ”Get in ma belly!!”
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I’m only recommending some sort of encounter between modern thought and
Gaudiya thought. It may not ever really achieve any significant level of acceptance. Nevertheless, I think it would be enriching for both. Modern thought is so
fad driven that it is hard to tell where it will go next. On the other hand Gaudiya
thought is so bound to the past that it is hard to move it anywhere else. I suspect
that if it survives, it will have to learn some new dance steps.
One of the problem areas is indeed feminism. I don’t really think that GV
thought has much to contribute there. It mostly needs to learn. Remember, the
tradition is mostly the work of men who had little more than their imaginations
to help them envision the feminine. It presents a male conception of femininity.
We need more women acharyas and more women writers and thinkers to enrich
the tradition. The male/female stereotypes that underlie much of the theology
have to be questioned and most certainly modified. Much of that stuff is only the
trappings of the culture and can be dispensed with, one would hope.
Similarly the question of brahmanism is important. You are of course right that
it is a brutal form of colonialism. I prefer to think of it as institutionalized racism.
The word jati really means something more like species. The castes are different
species of life. This is even more radical than racism. On the other hand, one has
to recognize that without the brahmans none the fine texts and elevated ways of
thinking and viewing life would exist. The Upanisads, the Bhagavadgita, the Ramayana, the Vedanta-sutra, the Bhagavata, the Gita-govinda, the works of Rupa
and Sanatana, Jiva, Visvanatha, Baladeva, etc. are all essentially brahman works.
Notable exceptions are the works of Kaviparnapura and Kr.s.n.adasakaviraja. They
were nevertheless educated by brahmans. Also the brahmanic tradition has been
capable of great self-criticism. The Bhagavata, for instance, has been characterized as anti-brahmanical. It most certainly was written by a brahman, however.
The whole philosophy points beyond bodily identifications, which the caste system is nested in, to a deeper commonality and equality, a humbling recognition
for a brahman puffed up with pride of position. Of course, one can always look at
this as an example of Marx’s opiate function of religion and I think there is truth
in that, but not the whole truth. There were plenty of brahmans learning from
these texts too. It wasn’t just the brahmans telling the other castes to behave and
the reward will come later.
Nevertheless, I think that perhaps brahmanism has way outlived its usefulness.
That is one of the things that I like the most about Dr. Nath’s essay on sannyasa,
his demonstration that the caste system is not a feature of Mahaprabhu’s vision. I
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lament Bhaktivinod’s acceptance, in principle at least, of the varnasrama system.
I suspect that Bhaktivinod’s competitor, Rādhāramancaran Das, may have been
more on track with his firm rejection of that system. It has renewed in me a desire
to explore more deeply the thought of Bodo Baba.
Well I have babbled on long enough. Thanks for the letter. It is heartening to
know that people read the zine and think about it.
May I use this letter in the next issue? If so, with or without your name?
Thanks again,
your servant,
Nitai das
***
Dear Nitai,
I appreciate and am in sympathy with your comments. I know little about 19th
Century Vaishnavism other than Bhaktivinod and I would certainly like to know
more about Bodo Baba and Rādhāramcharan das. I recently reread Rammohan
Roy’s discussion on Sati and found him so refreshing after Bhaktivinod’s stuffy
pronouncements about maintaining social proprieties (including Sati?). On the
other hand I believe that Gaudiya Vaishnavism will always be, like fine art, an
elite pursuit for connoisseurs, while for a popular ethical mass-religion you can’t
beat the egalitarianism of Christianity (except for its dull congregational music),
or perhaps Sikhism (beautiful kirtans and practical vegetarianism).
A simple but strong feminist critique of GV was already made by Mira(bhai).
What answer could the Goswamis have made to her simple challenge? Her sense
of a direct relationship with Krishna free of intermediaries (and the liberation it
brought her) can also be seen as a Protestant rejection of the caste/gender hierarchy, especially if we see this as reflected in the hierarchy of Krishna’s associates
described by the Sad-goswamis. But GV is so much more than hierarchical formalism, isn’t it? So there must be scope for a Reformed GV, for example emphasizing the humanistic elements in Raghunath das’s poetry as does SK De, etc. But
I reach an impasse here. Even Raghunath uses misogynistic imagery, while Mira
steps right over all that makes GV unique- the detailed lila. Where does this leave
us?
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I laughed uproariously at the comparison between certain gurus and that fat
character in Austin Powers. Thanks for that.
Vishvatma das.
**************
Dear Nitai Das,
The points you’ve made concerning parampara initiation has rocked me to the
core of my being. I haven’t even begun sorting this all out. I am partially disabled
and I don’t see myself as being able to travel to India should it become necessary
to do so to get ”properly initiated” as you say. Since you have taken initiation from
an unimpeachable source perhaps you would have mercy upon me and initiate me
yourself.
I do have one anecdotal story about meeting Srila AC Bhaktivedanta Swami
Prabhupada. I took my family to see one his lectures at Portland State University
and after the lecture we were invited to chant along with the devotees. As I began
chanting my head (I don’t know how else to say it) lit up with a ecstasy impossible
to adequately describe. This lasted approximately 45 seconds. I respect you as a
devotee and your works are quoted by other Vaishnavas. Please advise.
I do have one question. Since you quoted Madhya 25.28 ”I consider the statements of Sri Kr.s.n.acaitanya to be completely true. In the Age of Kali we do not
overcome the cycle of rebirth by sannyasa.” (C.c., Madhya, 25.27) - then why did
the Lord Himself take sannyasa? Of course, He is the Supreme Lord and He can
do anything and I know that the reason for His taking sannyasa was that people
might otherwise mistake Him for an ordinary human being. Still it seems strange
to me. I will pray for guidance from my caitya-guru - the Lord in my heart and
hope to hear from you about these points.
Anonymous
PS: In issue 6 of your ezine your quote from C.c says 25.27. My copy says
Madhya 25.28.
***
Greetings Anonymous,
Sorry for the delay in my response. I was away for a week or so and have
been struggling to get caught up with my email. I am flattered that you ask me
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for initiation, but unfortunately I am not ready to take on that weighty a role. It
may take some time before I reach that level. I would be glad to help you in any
other way, however. There are plenty of worthy initiators around these days. I will
keep you posted about that. You already have the most potent form of spiritual
awakening at your disposal, however, in the chanting of the Holy Name and that
seems to accord with the experience of joy that you shared with me. The Holy
Name is all one needs. It arranges everything. It purifies, softens, brings joy and
peace, and eventually brings one into the presence of one’s guru and the Lord.
It is important, however, that you sever all connections with the atmosphere of
offense that surrounds the GM/ISKCON conglomerate. In my own experience I
have found this to be true. Before leaving ISKCON I was acting as the pujari
of the Kr.s.n.a-Balarama temple in Vrindaban and in my readings of the Vais.n.ava
texts at that time I noticed that whenever japa of the Holy Name is mentioned it is
always mentioned that one should do at least one lakh of rounds. Mahaprabhu is
often described as doing one lakh of names and he always counted them in some
way. So I began to do that in my spare time. While it was a pleasant, relaxing
experience, I didn’t experience anything unusual. After I left ISKCON and went
to live out in the sticks with my future guru ,Sri Tin Kudi Baba, there was a marked
difference. Things really began to happen. I won’t say what at present, but my
experiences out with Baba will appear in the next few essays in Nitai-zine. The
next issue should be out in a few days. The point is that the atmosphere of offense
in ISKCON was impairing my chanting of the Holy Name. It didn’t impair it
entirely; nothing can do that. But the difference was remarkable when I left.
If you are able, try chanting at least a lakh (100,000 Names or 64 rounds) a
day. Avoid association with ISKCON/GM, don’t read their books, watch their
shows, visit their temples, chant their mantra, etc. etc. The influence of offense
is subtle and dangerous. I and others are in the process of developing other readings and practices completely free of ISKCON influence and based thoroughly on
the received tradition. Soon I will create a new page on my website with recommendations for reading and practice. One of the practices I am about to promote
centers around Sanatana’s wonderful little text the Sri Kr.s.n.a-lila-stava which is
being translated on my website. It is composed of 108 pranams that simultaneously recount the sports of Kr.s.n.a as presented in the Bhagavata, 10th canto. Those
make excellent daily meditations and are a fine example of true Nama-sankirtana.
Nama-sankirtana is not chanting the Mahamantra. The Mahamantra is meant only
for japa and must be counted when chanted. Nama-sankirtana is what Sanatana
does in the Sri Kr.s.n.a-lila-stava. This may seem hard to believe, but in my intro67

duction to that text (when it is complete) I will provide all the evidence needed to
prove that. Thus, I want to produce a book out of that text that can be used as a
daily kirtana and/or meditation. It is a powerful text. One who recites it and reads
it regularly will get Kr.s.n.a-preman according to Sanatana. You might want to try
that out now. Do one obeisance a day after reading the text for that obeisance.
When finished, start it again. This amounts to regular and constant remembering
of Kr.s.n.a. Hope it works for you.
I will look into the discrepancy you mention in the CC reference. I am using
Dr. Rādhāgovinda Nath’s wonderful edition, so the difference might arise because of that. But perhaps I made a mistake. The question of why Mahaprabhu
took sannyasa is treated in the next installment of Rādhāgovinda Nath’s essay
on sannyasa, but you basically already have the answer. The reason sannyasa is
not recommended for the age of Kali is that humans are incapable of observing
it properly. Just look at the examples the GM and ISKCON give us. There are
plenty of similar examples outside of Vais.n.avism, too. Such a handicap cannot
be applied to the Lord, however. 90householders. Of the remaining, the sannyasi
were sannyasi before they met Mahaprabhu. I don’t know of anyone that Mahaprabhu advised to take sannyasa. The others, like Rupa and Sanatana, were
simple renunciants with no social standing or social respect. They were beyond
all that. We refer to this kind of renunciation as bhekh nowadays. That is the true
form of Gaudiya Vais.n.ava renunciation, not this saffron nonsense.
Hope this helps. Thanks once again for your letter. Feel free to write any time
you want.
Radhe Radhe
Nitai Das
**************
Dear Nitai,
Please accept my pranams. Jaya Radhe! I am very happy I can have a correspondence with you. I am not in New York any longer. I moved out in 1994
to travel around Europe. I met my wife in Germany in 1995, we got married and
settled in her home country called Slovenia. We lived there till 1997 and then
moved to Vrindavan where we lived till May of this year. We were working as
Gurukul teachers. I taught academics: English, math, geography, history, science
and music. My wife taught Sanskrit. I remember reading in a Bhaktivedanta biography about you writing up a curriculum along with Jagadish for the gurukul
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schools, and how you thought that it should be recognized by the government.
Then Bhaktivedanta rejected that idea. It’s funny because so many things have
changed since then. Now they are considering getting it government approved
because they don’t have enough money to keep it going as a Hare Kr.s.n.a children
ashrama school anymore.
Do you know what ever became of Jayasacinandana? When I was a young
bhakta I used to admire his kirtans. ¿ What is your understanding and realization
about manjari svarupa seva meditation? Regarding visualization: Do you see your
entire form performing the seva, as though seeing a movie, or do you just visualize
the seva as how you would do things in this external plane?
Y.s.
Rādhāpada dasa
***
Hi Rādhāpada,
Sorry for the long delay in my reply. Thanks for sketching in your history
for me. My daughter, wife and I passed through Vrindaban some years ago and
visited the Gurukula. This would have been around 1992. I was impressed with
the Sanskritist there at the time. I understand he later left and took initiation from
Haridas Shastri, something I considered once upon a time.
Yes, I once planned out a curriculum for the Gurukula with Nandarani devi
dasi (Nancy Wright). I took the plan from the traditional Sanskrit education system or the Pathasala curriculum which is accredited by the Gov. of India and
replaced the standard texts with Vais.n.ava works. I found that I could pretty much
replace all of the standard texts with the works of the Goswami. Prabhupada also
asked me to create this curriculum and get it accredited. For that purpose I made
a few trips down to Delhi to visit the Ministry of Education. I also consulted
some of the great Vais.n.ava scholars of Brindavan at that time. Nrisimha Vallabha
Goswami was particularly helpful and inspiring. I also consulted with Anantalal
Bhatt Goswami, Dr. Kapoor, Haridas Shastri, and others. When I was done I
thought I had a very substantial course of study and one that the Gov’t of India
would surely recognize. Nandarani contributed the English side of the curriculum and we were going to include Math and Science, but had not yet worked out
the details. A student passing through the course would be thoroughly grounded
in Sanskrit and Vais.n.avism and would also be up-to-date in other subjects, too,
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able to converse intelligently with anyone. When I showed it to Prabhupad, he hit
the ceiling. All he wanted on the curriculum were his own books. He called in
all the GBC members who were at Mayapur at the time and roasted me and my
curriculum for at least an hour and said quite plainly that in his view ”the world
didn’t need any more scholars. It needed devotees.” The GBC members gathered
around like so many jackals and each took a bite out of me. The worst was that
pompous ass Hrdayananda. The next day I visited Prabhupad while he was being
massaged to ask a question about one of his translations. I was still the staff editor
of his books. He looked at me long and hard. Then he chuckled and said ” You are
always trying to change me, but I am too stubborn.” That was his way of trying
to massage my feelings back to health and recognize our close, almost father-son
like relationship. Although it was very kind of him, it didn’t work. I believe at that
time I had already discovered the initiation problem and the curriculum episode
convinced me that there was no place in ISKCON for me. I wanted to be both a
scholar and a devotee. I left within a few months and found shelter with Tin Kudi
Goswami. I have no idea what happened after that. I was too busy chanting (japa)
Hari Nama.
I am still rather interested in the education of Vais.n.avas as my wild dream of
a Tol on my website indicates. No one has responded to that, but perhaps it may
still happen.
I don’t know what has become of Jayasacinandana. Minaketana Ramadas
might know better. He keeps up with people better than I do. He may have even
contacted him recently. He maintains the Virtual Mandira site that is linked to my
kutir. Check with him.
I am sorry that I can’t really answer what last question. I don’t practice manjari
svarupa seva. It is too time-consuming for me at present and one has to learn
that from a good siksa guru. My guru learned from Manohar Das Baba who
taught many of the baba. I would love to go to Manasa-sarovara, to that little
community of baba at Cakleswar and learn how to do it. There are numerous
maps and diagrams to learn and the correct manner of visualization. It would
probably take many months or even a year. Once done, though, it would be great
to return to the US and run retreats in some beautiful part of the US teaching
others how to do it and how to chant the Holy Name effectively. That would
be a huge service and I don’t consider Gaudiya Vais.n.avism to have been truly
transplanted until something like that has been established. Think of it: a program
of varying lengths ( a week, a month, three months, etc.) in which people come
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to a beautiful ashrama, rise early, chant at least a lakh of names a day, eat pure
vegetarian prasada, and participate in bhajana under a trained specialist and in the
evenings do kirtana. If such a program were organized and executed by devotees
duly initiated and trained, it wouldn’t take long for participants to realize Kr.s.n.apreman.
How well does your wife know Sanskrit? Jan Brzezinsky and I have started
an online text repository in which we want to keep all of the Gaudiya texts and
several others too. The idea is to create carefully edited editions of all the texts and
make them available to any one who wants them free. It will be a huge resource
for translators and scholars. It will be the foundation for the preservation of the
tradition and the first step in the eventual translation of these jewels into English
and other languages. If the texts are carefully edited and maintained, then the
translations will be much more faithful and authoritative. Would your wife be
interested in participating in that? We need people to type and then proofread the
texts using a particular system of transliteration that can then be processed into
devanagari using Latex. The final result will be high quality postscript documents
that can be viewed, down-loaded, and printed on laser printers. If she is interested,
let me know and I will send her the details. We have some parts of texts already
posted on a page connected to the Yogapitha site (www.yogapitha.org). That page
at present is far from what I have envisioned it to be, but it is a start. I am looking
around for grant funds to support this work. Let me know what you think.
Radhe Radhe!
Hope all is well,
Nitai Das
***
Dear Nitai das,
Jaya Radhe! Please accept my pranams. My wife and I have just finished
your 5 or 6 articles. They were well done. We liked your sense of humor and
boldness. I appreciated your researched info and it has helped me arm myself for
future debates with people. Especially this issue about siddha pranalli is a thing
from Vrakeswara Pandit and so forth, is a line used often by these GM/ISKCON
people to defend their position of why they don’t have siddha pranalli. It is a
hunk of bull. I also find that among the leading ”rasikas” of these institutions
that they often steal the information from the hands of the true practitioners of
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raganuga bhajan, and pass it off to others, namely their followers, as being their
own realization. They do this to increase their prestige. However, it will always
remain as information to them because they cannot enter into it. The example is
perfect of the bee trying to taste the outside jar of honey.
I must admit that I was not as bold as you as to filing a divorce from ISKCON
when my wife and I took diksa and siddha pranalli. We used the institution, in
this case the school, to help finance our stay in Vrindavana in order to help us
facilitate our bhajan. We were undercover from the beginning of 1998 to just
two months ago when our cover was blown. The people in charge were nice
to me about it though. Quite some of them don’t have faith in ISKCON gurus
anymore, so they were open to my being in another line. However, I was fearing
religious persecution from some of the die hards, as word was slowly circulating
that I became a ”rascal.” So we left Vrindavan in time before I received any heavy
confrontations. I am quite known in the ISKCON world as a kirtan singer. So,
one of my ”competitors” was glad to see me go. By the way, were are you living
these days. I hope to meet you personally one day.
Y.s.
Rādhāpada dasa
***
Hi Rādhāpada,
I wrote you a long letter yesterday, so I won’t say too much today. Can I
use this letter in the Letters section of Nitai-zine? You make some good points
about GM/ISKCON people stealing information from genuine bhajananandis and
your story may be instructive to others who are in the position you were in. I am
starting to put together the next issue. If you have anything else you would like
to contribute, please let me know. Probably won’t be out until after the end of the
month. I am currently living in Kirksville, Missouri, also known as the middle of
nowhere. I like it, however. My wife teaches English literature at the university
(Truman State) here and I was teaching religion at Iowa State University about
two hundred miles away. This year I am not teaching. Instead I am working on a
number of writing projects. I prefer it to teaching. I hope to finish a book a year
for the next twenty or thirty years. Most of them will be on Caitanya Vais.n.avism,
but I also have interests in Vedanta, Nyaya, Mimamsa, and Kashmiri Shaivism not
to mention rasa aesthetics and literary criticism. For such work the seclusion of
Kirksville is perfect.
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You should use your kirtan gifts to make recordings of some of the great
Rādhā-Kr.s.n.a padas. Your presentation will have more potency than your excompetitor. His singing is corrupted by the offensive atmosphere of GM/ISKCON.
That much is evident by his rejoicing over your departure. You are now a real
bhakta and he is still a phony. Do you have any recordings at present? I would
love to hear your singing. Nowadays it is fairly easy to make good recordings
and make them available on the Internet. Maybe mp3.com could advise you on
how to do it. I can see that as one of the more powerful forces of attraction in the
tradition. What do you think?
hope all is well,
Radhe Radhe!
Nitai das
**************
Dear Nitai Das,
Your scriptural, circumstantial and hear-say evidence that Bhaktisiddhanta did
not receive proper initiation seems to be irrefutable. However, the Gita says that
every endeavor is covered by some fault. And to suggest that his disciples and the
disciples of A. C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada - disciples who have sacrificed their entire lives to spreading the Holy Names - might have to undergo more
births and deaths because of it seems just a little cold. Is this how you interpret
Lord Chaitanya’s unlimited mercy? One may make out a legitimate case for Bilvamangala’s not having received proper initiation because he received it from the
prostitute Cintamani. And your repeating a hear-say story that Bhakti- siddhanta
might be a demon doesn’t mean a thing. Vrkasura was a demon but he was also a
Vaishnava. Hiranyakashipu and Hiranyaksa were the door-keepers of Lord Vishnu
in Vaikuntha. There are many such examples. I hope that is not the basis for your
criticism against a naistika brahmachari. Be very careful where you cast your aspersions they have the tendency to boomerang against their maker. The faults you
seek become yours. That’s all I have to say. Just something for you to think about.
nitya krsna das
***
Greetings Nitya Kr.s.n.a Das,
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Thanks for your comments. All viewpoints are important. I assure you that
I tried for nearly a year to confirm or falsify the question of Bhaktisiddhanta’s
initiation. The conclusion that I came to after interviewing numerous people was
that Bhaktisiddhanta may have received initiation in dream from Gaurakisora Das
Baba, but that such initiations must be confirmed in the flesh. Why, because
dreams are unreliable. They may be real, but they may also be false. You call the
evidence I present ”hear-say” as if to suggest that it has little force. Remember,
though, the Vedas are ”hear-say.” They are repeated by each generation to the next.
Someone says and some else hears. What counts is the respectability of the source.
Who are my sources? Dr. Kapoor and Lalita Prasad Thakur, Bhaktisiddhanta’s
own brother and duly initiated disciple of Bhaktivinod Thakur, and what I heard
from them was confirmed by everyone else I spoke with. Don’t blow off hear-say.
Hear-say is sruti if it comes from authoritative sources. I heard the demon story
directly from Lalita Prasada Thakur who felt it had been confirmed by his own
mother who exclaimed during her pregnancy with Bimala Prasad that it felt like a
demon had entered her womb. Yes, indeed, some demons are also Vais.n.avas, but
the demon that Lalita Prasada Thakur pointed to hated Bhaktivinod and wanted
to spoil his work. Behind it all might indeed be the hand of Mahaprabhu, but
we can’t know that. What we do know is what scripture tells us and that is that
initiation in an undisputed lineage is the all important first step in the cultivation
of bhakti.
Your example of Bilvamangala is meaningless. First of all, who says that a
prostitute cannot be a guru? Secondly, Cintamani is never regarded as Bilvamangala’s diksa guru, but as his vartma-pradarsaka guru, the guru who pointed him to
the right path. Kr.s.n.adasa Kaviraja says in his commentary on the Kr.s.n.akarnamrta
that Bilvamangala received gopala-mantra initiation from Somagiri.
Finally, on the one hand you say that the evidence I have presented seems irrefutable which means that you think it may be true and yet you are upset with
me for speaking that truth. The truth may not be very palatable at times, but that
should not deter us from searching for it and being willing to recognize it when
it confronts us. Still, there are some truths that need not be told and perhaps you
think that this is one of them. I would also tend to agree with you were it not
for the sad spectacle of sadhu-ninda and vaisnava-aparadha that so characterize ISKCON and Gaudiya Math discourse. This is really where the danger lies.
The offensive atmosphere that pervades both organizations and their offshoots is
deadly to the growth of bhakti.
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When I was considering leaving ISKCON I looked for a solid reason to do so
in scripture and after much searching I found one. The scriptures tell us (Śri Jiva
in the Bhakti-sandarbha, 237) that even if one’s guru is a fool, one is to be faithful
to him, better (and probably safer) from a distance. However, if one’s guru is a
Vais.n.ava nindi (vidves.i), a blasphemer of Vais.n.avas, then he is to be left behind.
That is precisely the qualification of ISKCON and GM gurus up to and including
Bhaktivedanta Swami and Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati. Their writings and sayings
are full of Vais.n.ava aparadha. That is why I made the difficult choice of leaving
the association of ISKCON and provoking the wrath of Prabhupad, whom I loved
almost as a father. And that is also the reason I speak up now and shall continue
to do so. If you find my message disturbing, you don’t need to listen. Perhaps the
message is not for you. Perhaps it is their own aspersions coming back to them
as you warned would happen to me. I’m not trying to become a jagat-guru. If
someone expresses the desire for genuine initiation I send them to someone else.
There are plenty of others who are qualified to give initiation. Whether one gets
initiation or not, the atmosphere of ISKCON and GM is crippling to bhakti and
specifically to the Holy Name. If I can help anyone leave that harmful atmosphere
and join the world of genuine Vais.n.ava thought and practice then I will consider
myself both a fortunate and a useful servant of Mahaprabhu.
Thanks for your letter. Though I disagree with your opinions, they are valuable
and should be heard. May I put this letter in the letter section of the next Nitaizine? If not, that is fine. If so, what name should I put on it? I’m sure other readers
will be interested in your line of thought.
Hope this meets you in good health,
your servant,
Nitai Das
***
Dear Nitai Das,
I have no wish to infringe on your right to speak out on this matter. I think that
it is important for all devotees to speak of these things among themselves. The
fact remains, however, that irregu- larites aside it was Srila Prabhupada who gave
me the holy names. It was Srila Prabhupada who initiated me - so I must consider
Srila Prabhupada my guru. Swami Tripurari says that it is ludicrous to consider
that Mahaprabhu would use anyone less than a suddha bhakta to propogate the
chanting of His holy names. And there is scriptural evidence to bear this out.
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Srimad Bhagavatam describes the superlative devotee thus:
sarva-bhūtes.u yah. paśyed
bhagavad-bhāvam ātmanah.
bhūtāni bhagavaty ātmany
es.a bhagavatottamah.
”The most advanced devotee sees within everything the soul of all souls. Consequently he sees everything in relation to the Supreme Lord and understands that
everything that exists is eternally situated within the Lord.”
Does Srila Prabhupada fit this description? What did he see? He saw that
there was much to be done in the service of Kr.s.n.a, and he had an uncanny way of
engaging everything he came in touch with in that service. In all of his involvement with worldly things, which was considerable, he never became distracted
for a moment. From a homeless status in the Bowery of New York’s icy winter to
temples in every major city of the world with millions of dollars at his disposal,
he never changed.
He remained fixed in serving Kr.s.n.a. He ministered to people whom other
Gaudiya Vais.n.avas would not stand in the shadow of for fear of becoming contaminated. He cooked for them and ate their cooking. It seems reasonable to
conclude that he was seeing God within everyone, and seeing everything around
him as the energy of God.
It is mentioned in Caitanya Caritamrita that no one can effectively engage in
propaganda of the holy name of Kr.s.n.a without Krnsa- sakti, ’kali-kalera dharmakrsna-nama-sankirtana, krsna-sakti vina nahe tara pravartana.’ Following this
statement Vallabha praises Mahaprabhu further, telling him that because he has
effectively propagated the glory of the holy name of Kr.s.n.a in sankirtana, this
itself is evidence (pramana) that he is the bearer of Kr.s.n.a- sakti; ’taha pravartaila
tumi, - ei ta ’pramana krsna-sakti dhara tumi.’ He further emphasizes this point
by saying, ’There is no doubt about it,’ ’ithe nahi tumi.’
Your contention is that being a disciple of Srila Bhaktisiddhanta or Srila Prabhupada is stifling to one’s spiritual life and you point out some stunning failures
to support this contention. But there are also some brilliant successes. I know of
many devotees who have given up sinful life - meat-eating, intoxication, sexual
promiscuity and taken to the chanting of Krishna nama.
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Your main point - that there seems to be some irregularity in Bhaktisiddhanta’s
initiation does merit considerable attention. Furthermore, your points are also
backed up by scriptural authority. So - it’s quite a problem.
Am I justified in abandoning Srila Prabhupada as my guru? I don’t know. I
will continue to pray for guidance on this matter.
nitya-krsna das
***
Dear Nitya Krsna Das,
Thanks for your thoughtful reply. Sorry for my delay in responding. I had
some favors for some friends to perform. I strongly disagree with Tripurari on
the necessity of a pure devotee for spreading the Holy Name. I don’t think he
really appreciates the shear power and play of the Holy Name. The Holy Name is
Kr.s.n.a himself. Using an analogy from Manindranath Guha’s book, part of which
is translated on my website: it is like liquid candy poured into to two different
molds, the one a human-shaped mold and the other a syllable mold. The first
we call Kr.s.n.a, the second the Holy Name. The Holy Name has all the powers
of Kr.s.n.a. No giver is necessary; no initiation is necessary for the Holy Name. I
have experienced this in my own life. My first contact with the Holy Name wasn’t
through Prabhupad. The first time I heard the Holy Name was at a poetry reading
given by Allen Ginsberg. After reading his own poetry for an hour or so, he pulled
out a harmonium and begin chanting the Holy Name, that is, the Mahamantra. Not
only that, he got all of us in the audience to chant. We chanted for perhaps twenty
minutes and felt wonderful. I was terribly impressed, though I had no idea what
it was about. By your account Allen Ginsberg must have been a pure devotee and
he must have been infused by Kr.s.n.a sakti. The Holy Name can go where he will
and touch whomever he wants. He is God. The second time I heard Kr.s.n.a’s name
was in a song that was playing on the radio back in the summer of 1969. I had
just registered at college and was lying on the fender of my car in the parking
lot of the Univ. of Colorado administration building listening to a rather sweet
song called ”You get brighter every day” ”You belong to everybody, but you can’t
deny that I’m yours.” It blew my mind when at the end the identity of the ”you”
was revealed: ”Kr.s.n.a colors on the wall ...” I still think of that day as a turning
point in my life. In a few short months Harinama Das, his wife Prabhavati Dasi,
Bhavananda Das, and his wife Palika (?) Dasi opened the Boulder temple. By
then I was already in love with Kr.s.n.a. So were the Incredible String Band pure
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devotees? I think not. They were nevertheless conduits of the Holy Name and
association with the Holy Name has changed my life permanently. Even now, as a
sceptic leaning towards atheism, the Holy Name still rings loudly in my heart and
I can’t seem to exorcise myself of it.
The question of whether Prabhupad was a pure devotee still remains. He may
well have been. Quite frankly I would not recognize a pure devotee if one bit me.
How can one know what really goes on in another person’s heart.? Personally,
I think that Prabhupad talked too much about himself and his own successes to
have been pure, but I am working with a preconception of what a pure devotee
is like that may be entirely off base. Whether he was pure or not really doesn’t
matter to me. I shall be forever indebted to him for showing me the path. He was
my vartma-pradarsaka guru just as Cintamani was for Bilvamangala. Such debts
are un-repayable. I haven’t abandoned Prabhupad. He simply occupies a different
place in my gallery of gurus. All of them have been necessary for me.
It is interesting to see, however, how easily Vais.n.ava aparadha invades our
thinking. Your comment about ”other Gaudiya Vais.n.avas,” for instance, is a good
example of this. This is no doubt a reference to caste Goswamis. My initiating
guru was a caste Goswami and I never saw him go running off to bathe because
my shadow fell on him. He never patronized me or kept me at arm’s length. He
was always extremely kind to me and wanted to see me draw nearer to Kr.s.n.a.
In short, your characterization of ”other Gaudiya Vais.n.avas” is false and would
have to counted as ninda. That is not to say that there are no ”other” Gaudiya
Vais.n.avas who behave the way you described, but to condemn a group for the sins
of a few is patently unjust. Such Vais.n.ava aparadha is a blight that is rampant in
ISKCON and the Gaudiya Math. Unlike you, I don’t claim that all are infected,
though. Still, just as when a herd is infected with some dangerous disease, it is
better to try to contain that disease by quarantining the herd and that is the basis of
my treatment of the ISKCON/GM complex. I keep my distance. Such Vais.n.ava
aparadha quickly spreads from mind to mind and transforms into namaparadha
and more than anything I don’t want to offend my friend the Holy Name. How
severely inhibited the Holy Name can be as a result of namaparadha is something
I have personal experience of and I will write of it in a future Nitai-zine essay.
Even namaparadha cannot entirely stop the Holy Name, however.
My advice to you is not to reject Prabhupad. Don’t worry for now about the
initiation problem. Instead, return to the basics: increase your chanting of the
Holy Name and avoid as far as possible the namaparadha. The Holy Name will
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take care of everything, including arranging your initiation when the time is right.
My initiation guru was very reluctant to give me full initiation when I first went
to him. It was not because of my mleccha body, but because of some harmful
samskaras that he saw in me. He wanted me to chant the mahamantra in order
to clean those away. He ordered me to chant three lakhs of Harinama a day (192
rounds a day). The effect was overwhelming and I will write more about it in a
future ezine essay. It needs to be carefully described in detail. Not everything can
be said at once.
Hope this letter find you well and gives you something to think about.
your servant,
Nitai Das
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Next issue

Another big one I hope. You can participate. Send in a letter or an article fitting
into one of the following categories:
1. Hari Nama
2. Rādhā-Kr.s.n.a Bhajana
3. Vais.n.ava philosophy
4. Vais.n.ava Padavali
5. Modern philosophy and Vais.n.ava philosophy
6. Translations of original works.
7. Anecdotal accounts of your own experiences on the path to Goloka
Other topics besides this will be considered, too.
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